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Durham police continue
s.e arch for alleged rapist
By Bob Durling
Staff Reporter
Durham police are searching
for a man who raped a female
inside Cleary Cleaners and robbed
the store of $150 late Monday afternoon.
Initial reports said the unarmed man overpowered a 17year-old female employee before
escaping with the money. Police
would not comment as to whether
the person robbed was the same

person allegedly raped.
The assailant entered the Mill
Rd. Plaza store between 4:45 and
4:50 p.m. Monday after bebg seen
walking back and forth outside
for 10 or 15 minutes, according to
a police spokesman. Hedemanded
that the cash register money be
given to him. The young clerk
refused and a struggle ensued.
The robber escaped on foot
with the money after subduing
the clerk.

Police received a call from
store management around 5:10
p.m. notifying them of the crime.
At some point between 4:45 and
5:10, the assailant raped someone
in the store, according to police.
Originally the suspect was to
be charged only with robbery, but
police added the aggravated felonious sexual assault Wednesday
morning after further interviews
with those involved.
The female clerk was shaken
up after the attack and received
some bumps on her head, according to police. She was taken to
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital by
her parents, a police spokesman
said.
The assailant is described as
being 5'7" or 5'8", in his early
twenties, withcurlyblackhairand
a medium build. He was·wearing
blue jeans and a blue tee shirt with
white lettering. Durham detec~
tives urge anyone who was in the
area at the time and may have
seen the suspect to contact them at
868-2324.
Golding said the incident was
considered isolated and was still

(603)862-1490
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Composite of a man suspected of robbery and alleged rape at
Cleary Cleaners in Durham.

please see RAPE, page 12

Poll conducted by students
shows NH residents liberal

Cleary Cleaners was the site of both an alleged rape and a robbery on
Monday.
( Mike Pamham photo)

Center for the Hulllanities
receives grant for faculty
By Deanna Durham
News Reporter
The Center for the Humanities will receive $222,000 for use
oy the Liberal Arts faculty.
· The Center for the Humanities applied for a Challenge Grant
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities(NEH). According to Burt Feintuch, the center
director, there was "an offer to
match funds made on our own."
$111,000 was raised from two
sources; gifts from the Parents
Association and a phone-a-thon
directed at liberal arts alumni.
NEH is sending a check to match,
Feintuch said.
According to Carol Vannaselt, director of the annual fund,
twenty students phoned alumni
for 16 nights.

"7,191 liberal arts alums were
called, and 2,241 made a pledge,"
Vannaselt said.
Liberal arts alumni pledged
$83,375. Thedifferencecarnefrom
the Parents Association.
Vannaselt said there are two
more years left in the Challenge
Grant, and they will do another
phone-a-thon this year and next.
Feintuch said the money will
be placed in endowment. The principal will never be touched, but
the "interest will be used to support faculty research, curriculum

development, public programs,
and inter-disciplinary initiatives
in the humanities." The distribution of the money will be in the
hands of faculty.
Ted Kirkpatrick, associate
please see GRANT, page 12
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by 44% to 22%, with 34% unde- respondents said Gregg's hanBy Ed Puffer
cided.
dling of the economy was "excelNews Reporter
The poll was conducted by lent" (3%) or "good" (32%), 58%
A statewide poll conducted
by the UNH Polling Center shows the UNH Polling Center for said the governor was doing a
that New Hampshire voters are WMUR-TV channel 9 Manchester. "fair" (40%) or "poor" (18%) job.
On another question, 46% of
liberal on abortion and taxes, but The random sample totalled 807
prefer Republican candidates for New Harn pshire voters and has a the respondents said that Gregg
margin of error of 3.5%.
deserves most or part of the blame
all four major statewide offices.
for the state of the econIn the governo:r:' s
omy. 51 % said that
race, Judd Gregg, the inGregg is not responsible
cumbent Republican,
for the state's economic
leads Democrat Joe
"I was surprised that so many people troubles.
Grandmaison by 46% to
were pro-choice, even male RepubliMoore
ex27%, with 27% undecided.
cans. Only two or three people I talked , plained that the survey
also indicated a greater
Republican Bob
to were pro-life."
willingness among votSmith leads Democrat
Lisa Cassidy, a student-pollster ers to accept the possiJohn Durkin for the US
bility of a new broad
Senate by 45% to 30%,
based tax, either a sales
with 25% undecided.
tax or an income tax, to
The poll results of
The pollsters were students cut down on the high property
the First Congressional District
race show Republican Bill Zeliff from Political Science Professor taxes in the state. 61 % favor such a
leading Democrat Joe Keefe by 34% David Moore's class on public sales tax and 59% favor an income
tax of this kind .
opinion in American politics.
to 26% with 40% undecided.
Moore highlights the state's
According to Moore, abortion
Chuck Douglas, the Republican congressman from the Second sagging economy as a major issue is another major issue that will be
District leads Democrat Dick Swett in the campaign. While 35% of the
please see POLL, page 12
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AIDS Victim Speaks of Desperation, Hope
By Tim Ouellette
News Reporter
Once a doctor asked Ann, an AIDS patient and
former drug addict, why she bothered getting clean
from her addiction if she was going to die soon anyway.
She answered him, ''Because I have a life now. When I
was addicted there was no 1ife' in it."
Ann spoke to a tiny group of people in the Carroll/
Belknap Room of the MUB Wednesday at noon for the
"Living With AIDS" presentation of UNH Drug Awareness Week. Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo, assistant director
of Health Services, introduced the talk and also helped
organize the week's events.
Ann began by focusing on her life as
a drug addict, and how it led to her
current situation. She overdosed for the
first time at 14, then took up heavy alcohol at 16 . At 20, she met a man who
introduced her to heroin, and she stayed
hooked for 13 years.
Ann said, "The addiction took me to
jails, institutions, and almost took me to
my death." She was arrested 15 times in
two weeks for forgery during one period, but only served a jail sentence in
Massachusetts because New Hampshire
courts always let her go. It was in jail that
she finally sought help, but she still
couldn't stop drinking.
"After 18 months the disease of
addiction was right where I had left it."
Then Ann found that the man who
started her on heroin and with whom
she had had a relationship died of AIDS. She later felt
very sick while pregnant and had herself tested. "I never
thought the test would be positive. I never thought it
would happen to me." She still doesn't know if she got
the disease sexually or from the needle.

After trying to overdose to end her problems, Ann
finally got help and has been clean for over two years.
''Today my addiction comes out in doing crossword
puzzles. But, while still addicted, I went past HIV positive
to the AIDS stage."
"Sometimes I just want to give up," she admitted, 'but
I used to call myself a stubborn bitch, and I'm glad I am. No
matter how bad it is, it is nothing like the bottoms I've hit
in the past."
Ann is also in a relationship with a man who has been
very understanding about the disease. They use the neces-

Since she was too sick to work anymore, Ann tried to
get disability payments from the state of New Hampshire.
They did not want to give her payments at first because
they "didn't want to recognize AIDS in the state". She
fought them for 6 months and they finally turned their
ruling around.
Still, it is very hard to pay for all the required medication, which can cost up to $600 a month. Places like AIDS
Response-Seacoast help her get by. She says that she hates
seeing "people making money on people's lives".
Ann has been speaking to students for the past year.
"I do as much as I can to educate the
students about drugs. If I can save one person from being in my spot, it's worth it."
When Ann began, she wore a dress at
schools to"get the AIDS virus away from the
moral issue", as a disease which pertains
only to junkies and homosexuals. She has
had kids refuse to go into the same room as
her, but she expects this to happen.
"The disease of AIDS should be met
with loving and compassion instead of hate
and rejection."
Gildea-Dinzeo said afterward that the
talk was just one of the issues involved with
Drug Awareness Week, which tries to present the information in a number of ways. She
said that the talk brought the "compassion
and gut feelings related to the day to day
experiences," while other people may relate
to the "stark realism of the wreck (outside
Hamilton-Smith) or the factual information
we hand out".
Echoing these statements, Ann said, "We choose to
call it 'Living With AIDS' instead of dying because we live
with it every day."

"Sometimes I just want to .give up,
but I used to call myself a stubborn
bitch, and I'm glad I am. No matter
how bad it is, it is nothing like the
bottoms I've hit in the past."

MPAA Announces

Ann, AIDS victim
sary precautions, but Ann still worries that if he ever tests
positive she will carry a huge amount of guilt.
"I could never face his parents, but his mother said
that she knew I did not want him to get the disease and that
we were taking precautions," she said.

California Toughens
Air Law

College Increases
Have Slowed

Los Angeles - The Motion Picture Association
of America has created a new rating category for
motion pictures. Theratingof "NC-17", no children
under 17, will fill the gap between the "R" and "X"
ratings. The new rating will allow film makers to
make adult oriented films that are more explicit
than R films but not pornographic, and have them
popularly released. The association is also more
clearly defining its R rating and will be including
explanations for the R ratings to exhibitors and film
critics. Such explanations would be available to
parents and other moviegoers.

Los Angeles - California, known for having the strictest air pollution laws in the nation, is about to approve even
stricter legislation. The new regulations are intended to
force the development of less-polluiing fuels and vehicles,
including electric cars. California, being the nation's largest
and most influential car market, will have an immense
impact on the automobile industry. General Motors Corporation and other auto manufacturers are concerned about
the cost of the new standards and the proposed timetable
for changes.

The cost of attending college rose 5 to 8 percent
this year, slightly less than the rate of recent years, according to a College Board survey. The average cost of
attending a four-year public school is $4,970 this year,
compared to $4,715 of last year. The average tuition at
a private schoo1has increased to $9,391 from $8,663 last
year. Private colleges have increased in cost at a higher
rate than public schools. Institutions report that the
increases are largely due to a combination cuts in
government funding and inflation.

United States
to .S ell Oil

Kingston Murder
Suspect Arrested

Plane Crash in
Kingston

Washington - President Bush announced that
the US will sell five million barrels of oil from the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve as a test. The action is
in response to the increase in oil prices. Five million
barrels is only a token amount, the US imports that
many gallons every 18 hours. Bush said the sale is
to warn to market participants who are raising
prices that they could end up holding on to the oil
until prices drop. Bush suggested that if prices do
not stabalize, he might consider larger sales from
the reserve.

Kingston, Mass.- Neighbor of 13-year-old Melissa
Benoit was arrested and charged with her murder, eleven
days after her d isappearance. Police discovered a shallow
grave in Henry L. Meinholz' s basement, containing a partially decomposed body. Meinholz, a 52-year-old lumber
company bookkeeper and church deacon had participated
in several searches for the Kingston girl. Meinholz's lawyer, Jack Atwood said that Meinholz will plead innocent.
Authorities have not identified the body or disclosed a
motive.

Kingston, NH-A Cessna 180-E float plane crashed
on Pow Wow Pond in Kingston Wednesday afternoon
injuring the pilot and passenger. The passenger, David
Farnum, 41, of North Hampton, suffered head injuries
and was taken to Portsmouth Hospital. The pilot,
Kenneth D. Smith, 50, of Greenland, received minor
injuries and was taken to Exeter hospital. A Haverhill,
Mass. resident, Joseph Ed wards was fishing in a canoe
when the accident occurred. Edwards saved Farnum
from drowning. Police report that drugs and alcohol
do not appear to have been contributing factors.

New Filni Rating
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Congress ional candidat es Keefe and Zeliff
· debate environm ental issues and solutions
By Winifred Walsh
News Reporter
Democrat Joe Keefe and Republican Bill Zeliff, candidates for
New Hampshire's First Congressional District, debated on environmental and energy concerns

the Southeast New Hampshire
Sierra Club and the UNH Debate
Society and was mediated by
David Wilkins, president of the
Debate Society.
The issue which spurred the
most disagreement between the
candidateswas
~hat of
.· ·nuclear
waste
from the
Seabrook
Nuclear
Power
Plant.
Zeliff
stressed
the need
to either
find
a
place to
store the
nuclear
waste, or
to look at
a recyclingplan
similar to
that of.

Keefe responded
bysaying
t h a t
Seabrook
should
not be in
lastnightinfrontof125atRichards operationbecausethereisnoplan
Auditorium.
I6r the nuclear waste, a comment
The debate was sponsored by that met with applause from the
the New Hampshire Outing Club, audience.

The candidates disagreed on
the
Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission's proposal to allow
very low-level nuclear waste into
non-approved sites.
Zeliff said that if the deregulation of low-level nuclear waste
is found to be a safe choice for the
environment it should be allowed

United States should consider a _the quickest possible manner.
clean air bill to promote energy in- Keefe and Zeliff agreed that the
dependence. Keefe, on the other cleanup had been hindered by the
hand, said that he supports tax in- bureaucracy involved in the Sucentives, polluter fees and a fee on per Fund, a fund for cleaning up
foreign oil.
top-priority waste sites.
Recycling was the number one
Keefe said that taking a portionofdefense
cuts and putting it toward
Keefe differed strongly with
the waste sites
Zeliff by saying that the proposal
on • Pease Air
was· a move on the part of the
Force Base
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
would be the
toward placing nuclear waste in
best option
all of our regular landfills across
available.
the state because they had no other
Zeliff
plan for its disposal.
pointed out
Independence from foreign
that if action is
fossil fuels was a large concern for
not taken soon
both Zeliff and Keefe because of
on the waste
the crisis in the Middle East.
sites, potential
However, the candidates did not
developers of
agree when asked what alternathe Air Force
tives they would choose to debase will turn
crease our dependence on these
away and the
fuels.
New HampKeefe suggested further reshire econsearch in the area of solar power,
omy will sufthe storage of electricity and a
fer further begeneral dedication toward consercause of it.
vation. Zeliff said that New
The
Hampshirecould be satisfied with
issue of enthe amount of energy the Seab- solution for both Keefe and Zeliff ergy-efficient transportation was
rook Nuclear Power Plant will concerning the solid waste prob- also a source of disagreement beproduce in the future.
lems. Zeliff suggested packaging tween Keefe and Zeliff. Keefe felt
Al though both Zeliff and alternatives as a possibility, while that mass transportation was a
Keefe agreed ·that economic in- Keefe said we should consider tax viable alternative to people using
centives would have to be pro- incentivestopeopleasanotherpar t cars, while Zeliff thought that
vided in order to realize the goal of the total solution.
people would not want to give up
of independence from foreign oil,
The candidates were also theconvenienceof their cars. Keefe
they disagreed on how to provide asked how they thought the 20 saw the building of bike lanes in
these incentives.
hazardous waste sites at Pease Air urban areas as an option as well.
According to Zeliff, the Force Base could be cleaned up in

Nitzschke plans more faculty
involvem ent with research
By Pete Welburn

News Reporter
One of President Nitzschke's
great successes at Marshall University was his overall improvement of the research program, and
he has already started to implement a plan to improve the research program here
atUNH.

warded," said Dr. C. Robert Barnett, director of grants and research development at Marshall
University. "He watered where
the grass was green."
In fiscal year 1983, Marshall
University generated a total of $1.7
million in grants for research, train-

program receives approximately
$20 million dollars from federal,
state, and private sector grants,
according to Donald C. Sundberg,
the director of the Industrial Research and Consulting center.
In addition to increased research grants, Nitzschke helped
Marshall
University
expand its
research facilities.
The
Robert C.
Byrd Institute for AdDale Nitzschke, UNH President
vanced Flexible Manufacturing
ing, and special education pro- Systems was established and ingrams.
creased the office space for faculty
In fiscal year 1989 that mnn- and private research.
ber increased to $4 million, and in
"Dale Nitzschke' s efforts to
fiscal year 1990 it reached $5.7 change the research efforts of this
million, according to Barnett.
institution are reflective in every-

''We can't just ask, we need to show

Nitzschke
said his first
step in imp r o vi n _g
UNH's research pro- gram will
be to discover what resources the program
has available and package them
so they are attractive to investors.
Packaging is what led to the
success of Marshall University's
research program, according to

(the governor) he is not going to just
buy a pig in a poke."

Nitzschke.
"He let it be known that this
was one of his priorities, and the
deans and faculty got the message
that faculty who received grants
would be supported and re-

In the next six years~ if thing," Jennifer Moran, a graduNitzschke has a similar impact
hereat UNH, the University could
expect to receive $67 million in
grants by fiscal year 1997.
Currently UNH's research

ate student at Marshall, said.
Nitzschke feels the greatest
benefits of research programs
occur during the interaction of

please see PROGRAM, page 13
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By R~b~cca S. Haas
News Reporter
"If you like beer, honk,"
reacis :the sigt):'posted to the.
·e igh(l<eg memopaijn Thet~
Chi's.front yard. T~e UNH
q~J.< : ~ys~ez.ri is;-119w prphibJt~~··•ft9.m):1~in.g•~¢gs,·•:b.ut Vie
aj~ij~gers/ <>L§<:c)!picts :Provi:siont '.a mi .• <:oriy~foi~ri.L Super
·St<@W:lle>_ll~v~!9~!•~fIea~tfifty
.p~r.c_enFoTthei.r: keg 1>.usine~s,·
areri~f worried. >They know
Greek members st11l ·like beer.
\Yeg~f35 :FlseS Jbr
Jonig~t?,, Chris}who request~
that)is iast name and Frater~
nity be withheld, asked the
ma11ager of Scqrpio' s Provisions Jim Murpllytl.).is yv'¢ne·g:;.
day ·evening. •• .· ·. . . . . . .·.·. .
.
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beli~ves niost Fraternityin:ernbe/
will buy cases of beer in Durham
h.efau~:e, althq1.1gl} p.rices ar
hig:her,'t,q,ey .ca)}'getlatge quanti
.ti~sfa~t. · .... " : <
i ... •:,
·
. fyiurphy said that eighty;-fiv
per5e1:1t of Scorpio's .sales ·com
fi:om.>P~r":• ~~g~):§r.: Fraternitie
. :constitutecl .sixty/ percen~ of:Jha
fig11f.~ ..Qbviously}Jurphy is.:a .
p~h~lls.iye:~b<>W the_changeirth
. ne\V ruhi Mil\n.flict _onJ,corp~o' s
b:uthesaid, \\1thaUtheµnder-ag
~ri.nking, he .co~ld
it c~ming.
. . ·· tWe deli\T~t:Jkegs) to)ill:th
;: ~~~; :E_y~ry:yeir:jh1;!}1Wll00.t~ :se
: fow~~J .We<woriJij~ve ~p-loclfth
doors _a nd _c los~)t_'s _n ot that 4ra
.tic<' hl\lJ"PhY ~~Js his beer .cas
sajes.)o ciefil}i~~lY::_pie~ up'. .·.·.
. . . .:. _;:•: ]oh_n .Buhrpi.gen~~l_mfufage

see

Two weeks ago he would . o.f<:cmvenientSuperStoreonMa·

have asked Murphy for a keg, .. . Str.eet; who ~ld._half of all his keg
but with Jhe :new University ... to :•Fratenlities, js ·eyen les~(WClr
rules; each fraternity member . :•:·ried}thhl-t:Murp~y.{(Dcfw~\:~fr
whether or nQt.w~Jose keg l,u~i
must finance his own private
alcohol consumpt~on. Chris ..•
p1e,,e:se«:(1<1:c:;s/page

1,: >
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Soviets Warn
Iraq
United Nations - The Soviet Union warned
President Saddam Hussein of Iraq that war is iminent
in the Middle East, if Iraq does not pull out of Kuwait.
After two weeks of President Mikhail Gorachev
opposing any use of force, the UN was surprised by the
Soviet Foreign Minister's announcement. Analysts of
Soviet affairs believe that the Soviets see the air embargo
grinding to a halt, and they want to be there to strongly
support UN. The Soviets may also be concerned with
the effects the Middle· East crisis may have on their
economic plans, according to Soviet analysts.

Washington - President Bush has decided to
include the most modern M-1 tanks, and other
sophisticated weapons, worth $7.5 billion in the first
phase of a planned $21 billion arms sale to Saudi Arabia.
Also included in the sale are Ml-A2 tanks, Patriot antiaircraft missiles, Bradley fighting vehicles, multiple
launch systems and Apache helicopters to respond to
the immediate Iraqi threat. The administration will
seek congressional approval for the sale of $14 billion
worth of additional arms in January, including F-15
fighter planes.

Military Buildup in Liberia

Soviet Troops
Move to Moscow
Moscow - Detatchments of the Ryazan airborne
division, including 30 airplanes and two regiments in
battle gear, have been moved near Moscow. Early this
week, the Dzerzhinsky Division was put on alert even
closer to Moscow. Muscovites are not accepting the
Minister of Defense's explanation that the troops are
preparing for an annual parade on Nov. 7, or that the
troops are to aid in the annual potato harvest. The
actions may be a Soviet flex of muscle to show liberals
in Moscow and Leningrad that they are not the only
people in charge, according to Andrei Kurtino, of the
USA and Canada Institute.

Soviet Religious
Freedoni

US Sells Arms to
Saudi Arabia

Moscow- Wednesday the Soviet Union adopted
legislature on freedom conscience, thus ending decades
of religious repression. The Soviet people are flocking
to churches in record numbers. The law forbids the
government from interfering with religious activities,
improves the legal status of religious organizations
and allows Soviets the right to study religion in the
home and at schools. The law was passed with a vote
of 341 to 1.

India Wants End
to Riots

Monrovia, Liberia - Thousands of troops and
weapons from five African nations continue to pile up
in the port of Monrovia. Diplomats and military experts
question the purpose of the military build up. The five
countries, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria and Sierra
Leone, have expressed hopes that their soldiers would
help end the fighting in Liberia's nine month civil war.
The force commanders are currently satisfied with the
four-day-old cease-fire that the two warring factions
have complied with.

New Delhi - Prime Minister V.P. Singh appealed
to student protesters Wednesday night to open talks
with the Government. The violent protests which have
killed seven people in clashes between crowds led by
students against the police, were spurned by a recent
government decision. The goverment has changed
policy in order to allow more disadvantaged Indians to
hold more government jobs, and this has angered
members of upper castes.
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GOLDEN GLOBE WINNER
BEST FOREIGN FILM
~
, . WINNER, SPEC IAl JURY PRIH - CANNES fllM fESTIVAl '
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$1 Students
Sunday, September 30
Strafford Room, M.U.B.
7 & 9:30 p.m.

- - - - - -

$2 Non-Students
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Upcoming UNH Events

Friday, Sept 28
Last day to file Intent-to-Graduate Form for December 1990
without late fee.
Coffee House - Drug Awarness Week. Featuring folk singer,
Rache Albert. Sponsored by SCOPE. MUB Pub, 8 p.rn., free.

Saturday, Sept 29
UNH Aids Awareness Week - "We See Face to Face:
Homeless People With Aids," paintings by David Johnson.
Community Center, Undergraduate Apartment Complex, noon
to 8 p.m. Opening Reception 6 to 8 p.m.
Football - vs. Dartmouth. Field House, 12:30 p.m.
Field Hockey - vs. Conn. New Hampshire Hall, 1 p.rn.
UNH President Dale Nitzschke

(Photo, Ben Frazier, Photo Editor)

p res1.dent' s Sunday' Sept 30
~
. t e d 1.or
.
appo1n
C oord 1nator

Com.JDission on Status of Wolllen
ByBecky Hebert
History Month and more.
News Reporter
sion as an undergraduate because
The Commission on the she was "impressed with whauh e
The UNH President's
Commission on the Status of Status of Women has an impres- commission did for women on
Women has recently hired Cindy sive list of accomplishments. campus."
Before her appointment as
Cohen as coordinator of the Coordinator of the Women's Studorganization. Lastyeartherewas ies program Cathryn Adamsky the commissions coordinator,
no coordinator for the commis- said that the commission at UNH Cohen has had prior involvement
was first started in 1972. Since with women's issues, but this is
sion due to lack of funding.
Women across campus, then the commission has initiated her first time working at a univerfaculty members and students, a non-sexist policy on campus, a sity.
Cohen founded and diorganized to have the commis- sexual harassment policy and it is
responsible for the development rected the Oral History Center in
sion refunded for this year.
Objectives of the commis- of SHARPP (Sexual Harassment Cambridge, Massachusetts,
sion for this corning year, include and Rape Prevention Program). which, among other things, conencouraging opportunities for The commission does "regular ducted workshops and seminars
promotion and advancement of monitoring on the status of on women's lives and their diwomen faculty and
verse cultural backstaff, including gengrounds. She also
der issues into the
served as a member,
and
curriculum
from 1976 to 1979, of
reaching out and
the Elizabeth Stone
all
supporting
House, a shelter for
women on campus,
going
women
said Cohen.
through emotional
Cohen stresses
crises.
the irn portance of
From 1979 to
"educating the com1980, Cohen also
munity on women's
worked for a sexual
violence
issues,
assault crisis service
Cindy Cohen,coordin ator of
against women and
as a researcher and
stereotypes" and acevaluator.
the UNH President's Commission
knowledging the acIn addition,
on the Status of Women.
complishments of
Cohen has written
women on campus.
publications, preThe Commissented exhibitions
sion on the Status of
and workshops. She has received
Womenisanorganization which women," said Adamsky. I was at many awards for her accomplish"assesses the status of women a University where there wasn't ments, such as the Minority Felon campus", said Cohen. '1t is one [commission on the status of lowship from MI
technically part of the President's women]. It makes a difference. It's
"She is very orientated
very worthwhile."
office."
towards doing a good job," said
The commission is an or- Adamsky complimenting Cohen's
The commission is currently funded through the ganization comprised of a 15 work as a coordinator.
president's office on a budget of member volunteer group of stuCindy Cohen's outlook for
$5,500 for general operating dents, faculty and staff members her premier year as commission
expenses. These expenses in- appointed by the president. The coordinator is one of optimism. "I
clude news letters and office commission makes recommenda- have a strong commitment to culcosts. The commission is cur- tions to the president for changes tural diversity which I'd like to
rently working on a budget pro- in policy "to promoted employ- bring to this campus," said Coposal that, if accepted, would ment end educational equality for hen.
cover other expenses, such as women", said Cohen.
Karen Hayden, a graduate
receptions for new women facand current member
sociology
in
sponmembers,
ulty and staff
sorship of women's athletic of the commission feels Cohen is
awards, workshops and pro- "doing a great job." Hayden
grams, sponsorship of Women's applied for a spot on the commis-

"I have a strong commitment to cultural diversity which I'd like to bring
to this campus.''

UNH Aids Awareness Week- ''We See Face to Face: Homeless
People with Aids," paintings by David Johnson. Community Center,
Undergraduate Apartment Complex. Sunday, 9 a.m. to midnight;
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to midnight.
UNH Aids Awareness Week- ''Drug & Alcohol Use and Aids,"
David Johnson. Community Center, UAC, 1 p.rn.
Field Hockey- vs. Pacific. New Hampshire Hall, 1 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Northeastern. Field House, 2 p.m.

MUSO Film - "Cinema Paradiso." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 &
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2
Lecture/Discussion - Professor John Voll will discuss Middle
Eastern Crisis and how Christians can respond. Sponsored by United
Campus Ministry. WaysmeetProtestantS tudentCenter, 7to8:30p.rn.
UNH Aids Awareness Week - Memorial Service for those who
havediedofcomplicat ionsrelated to Aids. Community Center, UAC,
·
8p.m.

Monday, Sept 31
Art Exhibitions - "Jazz Photographs by Milt Hinton" and "Art
Alumni Invitation Exhibition," University Art Gallery, Paul Arts
Center. Regular gallery hours. Through October 21.
UNH Aids Awareness Week - "Common Threads," video.
Hillsborough/Sulliva n Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.rn.

Tuesday, Oct 1
Career Day - Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement
Office. Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Graduate & Professional School Fair- Strafford Room, MUB,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
UNH Aids Awareness Week- "Aids: Changing the Rules,"
video. Sullivan Room, MUB, noon.
Brown Bag Series - "PMS," round table discussion of
identification, causes, symptoms and treatment of Pre-Menstrual
Syndrome. Sponsored by health Education. Carroll Room, MUB,
12:30 - 2 p.m.
Men's Tennis -vs. Connecticut. Field House, 3 p.m.
Women's Tennis -Connecticut. Field House, 3:30 p.m.
UNH Aids Awareness Week- "Aids Update," Current State
of Aids/HIV infection in NH, Neil Twitchell, NH Aids Program.
Sullivan Room, MUB, 4 p.rn.

To submit information stop in the MUB Administration
Office, Room 322 for forms and details.
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What's your opinion of the new sanction s
on the Greek system?

,. Craig Lederman
· Political Science
Senior

Susan Purrier
Cornn. Disorders
Fresh person

''They're putting too much ·quality
time on this issue when they could
be spending it on other things like
the faculty."

"I think it sucks but I expected it to
come."

"I think if the Greek system has
shown itself to be responsible,
sanctions wouldn't be needed.
However, a history of homophobia
and violence against women is not
going to emote any sympathy from
me."
Guy Brooksbank
Film
Senior

Eric Cotton
Communications
Senior

Rhus Radicans
Brewer - Patriot
Freshperson

"It's a kick in the balls to social
activities. The university hasn't
provided anything else for us."

"I don't think they should be
prejudice against foreign students."

Susan Stokes
Exercise Physiology ..
Senior,
"Greek system... What Greek
system?"

"First it was the tailgating. I'm not
for or against the Greek system but
I think it's lame to take away an
established right. Let the people
choose."
Lisa Cassidy
Political Science
Senior

Glenn Dockham
Civil Engineering
Sophmore

"I think it's gonna kill the Greek
system. There is no way you can
have these sactions and operate a
house."
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Nitzschke does talk radio
as guest on UNH's WUNH

NOTICES
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MEETINGS_- - - - - By Katelyn Randall
News Reporter
New University President
Dale Nitzschke was in the hot seat
Wednesday night.
Nitzschke was the guest on
WUNH's Radio Forum, hosted by
Student Body President Brian
McCabe and Assistant Professor
of Economics Neil Niman.
He fielded questions on a
wide spectrum, but two questions
that kept coming up were student/
faculty/staff morale and money.
McCabe pointed to the lack
of faculty support for
Drug Awareness Week
as an example of the
morale problem.
"We sent out
3500 memos to faculty
and staff,"
said
McCabe.
Student Life
Council Chair Kim Varney said, ''There were
about 50 faculty participants during the six
activities. There was no
support for us. It was
extremely frustrating and disappointing. I would never try to do
this again."
Nitzschke said that there is
a need for "a central mission so
that everyone feels involved and
that they have a stake in UNH."
Niman, as a faculty member,
addressed this matter himself,
saying, "I never received any
memos but some people think we
[professors] just give two classes a
week and do nothing the rest of
the time. Weare out there researching and sitting on boards at UNH

and fulfilling commitments. Then we
see our benefits cut and that we are
some of the lowest paid professors in
New England. It makes me reevaluate
how much I'm going to put into the
University."
Nitzschke also said that the
administration needs to reach out into
New Hampshiretoshowpeople how
important UNH is to them and what a
good resource and investment it is.
"Wehaven'tdoneaneffectiveenough
job of packaging and selling UNH to
the state and to the nation," he said.
He used the fact that Channel

nial of UNH. Nitzschke said
the goals "are a combination of
things: celebrating the past,
thinking big for the future, and
rebuilding a sense of purpose,
goals and the spirit of UNH."
Addressing the funding
issue,
McCabe
asked,
"Shouldn't we anticipate how
to deal with a 5 percent or 7
percent budget cut in the event
that it occurs?"
Nitzschke replied that although plans have been made
to try to look in that direction, it
is not always possible to predict what
will happen. Heillustrated that fact by
saying, " For most
people the invasion
of Kuwait by Iraq
was a surprise; some
things cannot be anticipated. The new
President's Council
Dale Nitzschke, UNH president will help with these
kinds of plans."
Niman asked
if the administration
11 is a part of the University System of was looking to increase private
New Hampshire, a little known fact, and state financial support.
as an example, saying, "I just met with
''There is no other alterthe director of Channel 11 today to native ... [funding] is not adeaddress this matter."
quate to the task," said
Niman noted that outreach to Nitzschke, adding that needed
New Hampshire is not a new idea. support hasn't materialized.
According to Niman, earlier attempts He says there are plans to meet
in that direction were not brought to with business and government
fruition because the Chancellor's ideas to demonstrate that UNH is a
hadn't been consistent with the staff/ good investment for New
faculty's ideas of an institution of Hampshire.
There were no questions
higher education.
McCabe asked what the goals from callers.
were going to be for the 1993 Centen-

"We haven't done an effective enough job of packaging and selling UNH to
the state and to the nation."

MORTAR BOARD MEETING: Information: Alan 8686922. Sudays (Check at Information Center, MUB, for room). 7:30
p.m.
WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Will be showing a short
videotape on the Arctic Wildlife Refuge and discuss upcoming
events: Moose Rouse, Radike Cabin Trip, Conclave, Recycling,
Road Race. All are welcome. Monday, October 1, Room 10, Pettee
Hall, 6 p.m.
FACULTY/ STAFF SUPPORT GROUP FOR LESBIANS,
GAY MEN & BISEXUALS: Call Health Education at 862-3823 for
more information. Tuesdays, Resource Room #249, Health
Services, 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Mondays, Medical Library
#222, Health Services, 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
GAYMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Wednesdays, Conference
Room #201A, Health Services, 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
BISEXUAL'S SUPPORT GROUP: Thursday, Resource
Room #249, Health Services, 4 - 5 p.m.

HEALTH
RECOVERINGADDICTSPANEL: Friday,September28,
' Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, noon.
MOCKTAILS: Friday, September 28, Richardson House,
evening.
WILD WALKERS: Meet at the flagpole at T-Hall every
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, beginning October 1, at 7 a.m.,
12:10 p.m. or 4:40 p.m. Wear comfortable walking shoes. Call 3823
for more information.
AA MEETINGS: Sessions are open only to those "who
have a desire to stop drinking." Monday-Friday, Converence
Room, #201A, Health Services, noon -1 p.m.
HIV/AIDSTESTING&COUNSELING:Anonymousand
confidential; available at the Office of Health Education &
Promotion Mon. 9 - 2:30; Tues. 9 - 11 :45; call 3823 for an
appointment.
AL-ANON MEETINGS: Mondays, Medical Library #222,
Health Services, noon - 1 p.m.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, Conference
Room #201A, Health Services, 1 - 2 p.m.
ACOA MEETINGS: Fridays, Conference Room #201A,
Health Services, 1 - 2 p.m.

ACADEMICS
UROP UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH AWARDS:
Students who wish to pursue a research project and receive a
stipend or support to defray research expenses should contact
the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program for
information. Applications and guidelines are available in the
UROP office, Hood House, 209. Application deadline is October
19.

Relaxing on a whale at Prescott Park in Portsmouth

(Mike Fish photo)
To submit information, stop in the MUB.Administration Office,
Room 322 for forms and deadlines
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·Students take up collection
for university recycling
By Joe Flynn
News Reporter

Francine and
Waldo Hook
Up
By Laura Deame

Francine looked down at her sandwich. Her
mother had stupidly put pickles in her tuna, and now the
Wonder bread was light-green and mushy. She ate it fast,
not really chewing, just kind of gumming it. She felt sexy
and knew that today was the day.
She looked across the cafeteria at him. He was
wearing that great pair of gray Levi's cords again, the ones
he had worn on Tuesday with the maroon turtleneck. She
liked the tough look the striped, webbed belt gave him. She
adjusted her glasses, picked some tuna out of her molar
and smiled at him. Waldo didn't see her. He just kept
looking at his bag of sliced carrots.
This is what she would have to do. Francine
decided that she would go up to the counter, buy another
package of Ding-Dongs and then pass by his tabl~ on the
way back. She made her move.
She rose, hauling her bra-strap up in one fluid
motion. She hoped her wide-whale corduroys had a slimming effect.
Waldo looked up and panicked. She was coming
his way. He started to sweat, and his tight acrylic shirt was
sticking to his pits. He hoped he smelled OK.
Francine was at the snack bar by now. Seductively, she groped into her front pocket for some quarters.
Waldo was watching with avid interest. He liked the way
the belt of her corduroys cut into her waist. Craftily,
Francine brushed back her hair and gave a quick glance in
Waldo's direction, just to make sure.
At this same moment, Waldo felt a hummer of a
burp coming on and covered his mouth to make sure
Francine didn't hear anything.
Francine saw his eyes go really wide and thought
he looked like he was going to barf. Oh my god, she
thought to herself. I must really gross him out.
Francine opened the Ding-Dongs, sadly chewing
on one as she made her way back to her table.
"Crud," thought Waldo. "She thought I was going
to toss and now thinks I'm a weak-stomached simp."
Francine pushed her glasses up her nose and
licked some more creme filling. She was depressed now,
and wished she hadn't worn hose under her pants. Her
thighs were starting to sweat.
To her, Waldo was unattainable.
His head was spinning, and he fought to think,
scratching at a zit he felt coming on right between his
eyebrows. He had to make Francine his.
Waldo summed up all his manly courage. He
scraped the Cheetos powder off his mouth, tied the laces
on his Keds and adjusted his fly.
He walked to her formica table with the noble
grace of a Zulu tribesman.
He stood before her, staring at her beauty, seeking the articulate prose that would secure her heart.
"Hey Francine."
She gazed up at him in all his pubescent glory.
''You wanna go the arcade on Friday night?"
''Yes! " she cried, her voice a melody to his ears.
''Yes, Waldo, yes!"
Waldo wiped his hands on his pants, took her
hand and led her through the cafeteria doors into paradise.

Laura Deame is our editor-in-chief. She likes men with
tasteful tufts of hair on the back and hands, she likes unexpected
phone calls at quarter of two in the morning that involve heavy
breathing, she likes nice, slow warm nights when the sea mist
clings to the darkness like a huge wooly sweater.

The main goal of the
Students for University Recycling
this semester is to collect cans in
the dorms and academic buildings, according to member Sean
Landry.
The group has decided
to place recycling barrels on each
dorm floor this Saturday. Members will collectthecans on Thursdays.
J.C. Weber,
a member, said that
the collection of cans
is the group's "first
focus."
He said
that the next step for
the group is to collect paper.
According
to Landry, the University of New
Hampshire will start
its own recycling
program in either
December or January. He said thatthey
will collect cans,
paper and glass for
recycling.
Landry said that the
University will collect recyclable
products in administration and
academic buildings, but won't put
much emphasis on dorms.
After the University's
program starts, Landry said that
the group will put more effort
into environmental education.
Landry said he hopes
that group will be able to create

publicity to aid in their cause. One
student member stressed the need
to use "word of mouth" to spread
their cause.
Corrina Roman said that
the idea for the group originated
in two different sources: the Progressive Student Network (PSN),
and WoodruffHouse,amini-dorm
with an environmentally conscious
theme. The group began meeting
last spring, according to Roman.
Landry said that the
group did collect cans last year,

make $1,000 a month this year.
The money the group
raises goes back into the program,
he said.
Landry reported that
some of last year's money went
to buy environmental education
materials for the library at the
PSN office. He also said that two
$500 scholarships were given
away, one to a student majoring
in environmental studies.
Among theed ucational
materials, which Landry said he .
hopes to purchase
with the money
· raised, are environmental movies and
pamphlets. He also
said he hopes the
group can get speakers talking about environmental issues.
According to
group members, the
collected cans are
stored in a trailer near
the train tracks where
Manchester Recycling picks them up.
Although in
the future the group
may work with the
University in collecting paper for
recycling, Landry said that he
wasn't sure if they would handle
glass products due to the cost.He
said that, unlike cans or paper,
groups usually have to pay to
have glass products taken away.
One member said that
there was a drop-off in site in
Dover for glass and other recyclable products.

After the University's
program starts, Landry
said that the group will
put more effort into environmental education.

but were hindered by lack of
people and organization.
The group did manage
to make about $1,400 from last
year's collection, Landry said.
According to Landry,
Manchester Recycling is the company that picks up the collected
cans. He said that they pay roughly
$.34 per pound of cans. Landry
hopes the group will be able to

Ouch ! Computer .Cluster crunch is increasing at _an alarming rate.
Just look at the lines.: beware the signs that say terminals are userfriendly. But seriously, we must tell you all about it; so now we've said
it; now you've read it, and all the chips are on the table.
( Photo, Ben Frazier, Photo Editor)
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Enrollme nt at UNH
increased despite
demograp hic trend
By April Treshinsky Jacobs

News Editor
UNH has avoided the
enrollment drought experienced
by many New England colleges,
according to statistics compiled
by UNH Institutional Research.
While the number of high school
graduates in New Hampshire
decreased over the last decade,
the number of applicants to UNH
in that same period increased
overall.
According to statistics
compiled by the New England
Board of Education, there are
30,000 vacancies for students in
New England colleges and universities, but officials at the University of New Hampshire say
they are weathering the battle with
few wounds.
The struggle to keep
enrollments at UNH and other
colleges within acceptable range
meets opposition on many fronts,
according to Dean of Admissions
Stanwood Fish. The foremost
problems are the sagging economy and the decreasing number
of high school graduates.
Effects of the uBaby
Bust"

According to Fish, the
''Baby Bust" is a demographic
phenomenon of declining birth
rates that began to manifest itself
in schools in the late 1970s.
"As a college administrator during that period, I began
to hear a lot of discussion about
this ( baby bust) and the changes
that we'd begin to feel in the mid80s," said Fish.
The mid-80s were just a

start, however, because of the
compound nature of school enrollments. According to Dean of Students Gregg Sanborn, every shift
in enrollment compounds itself
through each class. If, for instance,
every class in a university normally
contains 2,000 students and then
two freshman classes in a row
contain only 1,000 students, the
total enrollment of the school drops
by 25 percent. The university subsequently loses a large chunk of
tuition money.
A study completed bythe
Institute for Educational Leadership concluded that "public school
enrollments declined from 46 million in 1970 to 39 million in 1982.
The lowest point on the high school
graduate decline curve comes in
1994 . . . The slope of the curve
steepens greatly around 1990, especially in the East, and especially
for white middle-class suburbanites."
According to Fish, many
colleges and universities that were
clued in to the changes taking place
took steps to avoid a crisis in the
future.
UNH's apparent success
story is the result of increased high
school visitation by UNH, participation in the College Board Student Search, and a number of favorable attributes the University
has always possessed.

Number of Students Applicants versus Students
Admitted, and Students Accepted

■ Applied

II Accepted
II Enrolled

1981

in 1979-80 in search of potential
applicants, 90 of these schools
were located in New Hampshire.
By 1985, however, the
University was visiting between
700 and 800 schools nationwide.
According to Fish, this
initial expansion was done in conjunction with several other New
England colleges to keep costs
lower. Statistics were thE!n comExpanding the Applicant piled to determine which of the
Pool
areas were successful in terms of
admissions. UNH then began a
Fish says UNH expanded solo recruiting effort in 1:hese arits formal high school visitation eas, said Fish.
Fish noted that recruitprograms in anticipation of a declining applicant pool. While the ment efforts are stronger :in areas
university visited 120 high schools sharing a similar climate with

Average SA'! scores of Enrolled Freshmen

■ Verbal
■ Math

1988

1989

UNH, although distance also plays
a part.
While UNH is successful in areas of Chicago and the
Mid west, those from warmer climate zones are unwilling to make
the change to New Hampshire's
weather. Fish also said that many
in the Midwest still have family
ties to New England that make it a
more familiar place for students
who come here.
The farther a student
must travel to attend UNH, the
higher the cost of attendance becomes, which makes finances
grow more critical, according to
Fish.
UNH's participation in
the College Board Student Search
also allowed UNH to seek out
students whose desires for college
match some of UNH's attributes.
Other schools did not
fare so well.
One such school is
Northeastern University. A article
in the June 20 New York Times
reported that the university faced
the possibility of a 25 to 28 percent
drop in enrollment.
The Times also reported
that Northeastern froze all faculty
salaries and hiring until 1991 as a
result of the drop in enrollment.
When asked about these
figures, Fish could not point to
one specific factor that made UNH
successful, but pointed to the
Unversity's long history of quality programs and faculty.
UNH Student Profile
Healthy

1981

1988

1989

A surprising statistic to
come out of the study of UNHenrolled freshman is the increase
in their combined SAT scores.
In 1981 the average
combined SAT score of enrolled
freshmen at UNH was 1029; the
combined scores in 1990 averaged
1048, representing a total increase
of 19 points, according to UNH

admissions reports.
Fish added that the over. all preparedness of enrolled freshmen also increased. According to
statistics provided by the UNH
admissions office, the number of
years of certain core courses taken
by enrolled freshmen increased
over a six-year period. In 1983, 79
percent of enrolled freshmen took
four years of high school math that number increased to 86 percent by 1989. Forty-nine percent
of college freshmen in 1983 had
completed four years of high
school science, while that number
rose to 63 percent by 1989; and 40
percent of 1983 freshmen had
completed four years of a foreign
language, while 53 percent had
completed four years by 1989.
These statistics, according to Fish, all point to a qualified
student body, despite demographics that could have negatively affected that profile.
Neil Lubow, associate
vice president for academic affairs,
said that while UNH still faces a
rough ride over the coming years,
it has so far been tremendously
successful with the academic
qualifications of its student body.
Lubow said this is a tre,
mendous balancing act on the part
of admissions, because they often
don't know the exact numbers they
will have to work with until late in
the game.
According to Lubow,
UNH has been over-enrolled in
past years and continued that
trend this year, as well.
Lubow credits this to the
reaction to the foreseen demographic crisis.
According to John Kraus,
director of institutional research
at UNH, the University began to
plan for the declining applicant
pool as soon as the figures were in,
and as a result the University has
not suffered, but used it to its best
advanta_ge.
Please see ENROLL, page 14
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Reconstruction of Oyster River Bridge
will cause delays over next 2 months
By Gail Leach
without incurring major delays.
News Reporter
One commuter stuTraffic delays can be
expected for many people trav- dent, Dee Dugger, felt the
eling between Durham and New- impact the most at the beginmarket over the nexttwo months. ning of the construction.
Construction began in "Now," she said, "the traffic
June to rebuild the
Oyster River Bridge
on Route 108 and is
Route 108
slated to be completed
Durham to Newmarket:
in October of 1991. For
commuters,
that
could equal delays.
Gene Sawyer, project engineer,
stated that for the next
two months one lane
will be closed between the hours of
8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Sawyer isn't so bad, but it may just be
said "the heaviest traffic is be- the time I'm passing through."
However, traffic was
tween 7:00 and 8:00 a.m." He felt
not
the
only
concern of Durthat the bulk of the people would
ham
residents
and students.
be able to pass through that area

The environmental, aesthetic
and historical impact that this
work would have on the area
was also of great concern.
Sawyer stated there
were problems obtaining the
project bid because
of Durham residents' objections to
the design. Many
people felt that the
design of the projThe next two months
ect did not take into
account the surone lane will be closed berounding areas or
tween the hours of 8:00 a.m.
the effects that construction would
and 4:30 p.m.
have on the environment. And in
many public hearings Durham residents expressed their concerns.
Joseph (Skip) Grady,
public works director of Dur-

ham, felt confident that adequate
planning had gone into the project. "They (Weaver Brothers Construction) are required to go
through a lot of steps to assess
the impact (on the environment)."
For people who are concerned with the historical significance of the bridge, Grady
stated," A recognized archaeologist will be on the site while the
bridge is coming down." This
ensures that anything of historical value will not be discarded.
And when the bridge is

@iw.❖,~•··'·

One lane traffic will cause delays for drivers on Route 108 for the next 2 months
( Sharon Donovan photo )

torn down, much of the stone will
be reused for a pedestrian bridge
to help retain the aesthetic and
historical value of the area, according to Grady.
He added that blasting
would occur only during certain
times of the year. Blasting would
not occur from September 1st to
mid October and April to June 1st
because of red herring spawning
in the river.
Weaver Construction
will also use silk screens and bales
of hay to keep road debris from
settling into the river.

·t\t%'1··· ·

>i. ·

Reconstruction of The Oyster River Bridge in Durham
(Mike Pamham photo)

'We[come to Octo6er!
The New
Hampshire is
always looking
for good
reporters
Stop by Rm. 151 in the
MUB for more info.

EXCHANGE!
Opportunities for study at San Diego State University,
UC-Santa Cruz, and the over 90 campuses of the
National Student Exchange

Information Meetings:

Tuesday. October 2, 12:30PM
Hillsborough Room, MUB
Information Tables in the MUB -October 9, 10, 11, & 16.
Or stop by the Exchange Office.

National Exchange Programs
208 Huddleston Hall
862-2897 or 3485
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Students who use
the carpool system
may find a space
By Sharon Donovan

Director of Public Security Steve Larson, who is handling
A new plan proposed by the allocation of permits, was una student senator would allow able to comment on the proposal.
students who car pool to receive
Tom Meegan, a student
priority in parking.
who commutes, said the car pool
Wally Keniston, com- idea would infringe on r-tudent' s
muter senator, suggests that exist- freedom. ''You would pay for a
ing parking space could be most parking space, and you couldn't
effectively used by giving priority use it unless you had someone else
to those who car pool and encour- with you," he said.
aging people to use alternative
Meegan said that if the
methods of transportation.
car pooling policy was adopted, "It
"UNH has a problem would be another example of the
with parking," said Keniston. University creating a policy which
"Many have viewed this to mean would inconvenience the students,
too few parking spots, but another simply because of the University's
equally valid view would be that unwillingness to deal with the
there are too many cars trying to problem seriously."
park at UNH."
While the program may
Keniston believes the not be considered for implementaplan would have a low impact on tion in the immediate future, Kenthe community and the environ- iston e~courages people to use alment because it decreases the ternative methods of transportaamount of people who are driv- tion and to organize car pools.
ing.
"Anything we can do to
The plan has been given change people's driving habits is
to members of the Academic Sen- great," said Bob Kuhl, who works
ate to review for comments so that at the Commuter Transfer center.
the ideas could be brought to the
According to Marc Lalibadministration.
erte, shift supervi~or for Kari-Van,
The Academic Senate is a division of the COAST bus syscomposed of faculty, staff, and tem, ridership on the buses has
student senators.
increased and more passes have
''There's no reason why been sold to faculty, staff, DCE and
elements of this proposal couldn't graduate students. He sees this as a
be implemented this school year," rPsult of a drop in the cost of bus
said Keniston. "Cars could be
passes from $50 to $25, and an inchecked at peak times, say 7 a.m.crease in gas prises due to the crisis
9 a.m., upon entrance to a lot that
in the Middle East.
was set aside for people who
'Those who car pool to
commutewithtwoormorepeople
school should get the best spots
in their car."
and the less expensive permits
As it stands now, two
because they're doing their share
permits were issued for each facto conserve energy and reduce
ulty /staff parking space, and 2.5
congestion on town roads," said
permits were allotted per space
Keniston. "We, as a university,
for students who commute beyond
should say we appreciate this by
the one mile radius of Thompson
granting those people special priviHall. Theone-mileradiusdoesnot
leges."
apply to faculty or staff.

News Reporter
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Michael Jones
Saturday, October 6, 1990

8PM

$12, $10, $8

No Parking for some leads to tires across the lines

Got a list of Complaints?
· Write a letter to the ~. .
Editor.

!~·-..__ __

PERSONAL?
FO~R SALE?
HELP WANTED?
HOUSING?
LOST & FOUND?
SERVICES?

The Music Hall 28 Chestnut Street Portsmouth, NH

For the benefit of
CROTCHED MOL'NTAI'.'\ FOl':',D..\TIO\. Gree,~/ield. .\H
Michael Jone~ has nen:r heen on tour- until nm\·. AFTER THE R.-\l\ . Ullb1Jert'd h1~
masterpiece. may be more recognizable !l> fam of \ew Agt' mu~Ic th:.tn his n:.tme Hur
the mention of his popular earl\· recordings (PIA\OSC.-\PE~. SEASCAPES. SOL~ TICE
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POLL, from page 1
a factor in the campaign, particularly in the races for governor
and US Senate. The survey indicates
that 65% of the voters are pro-choice,
21 % are pro-life, and 13% are unsure.
Lisa Cassidy, a studentpollster, said, "I was surprised that
so many people were pro-choice,
even male Republicans. Only two or
three people I talked to were prolife."
Governor Gregg has demonstrated that he is pro-life by vetoing two abortion rights bills since he
took office in 1989. Grandmaison,
who is pro-choice, said he would
have signed both bills, according to
Moore.
In the Senate race, John
Durkin has established himself as a
pro-choice Democrat. According to
Moore, Bob Smith has indicated that
he is one of the strictest pro-life
politicians in Congress by favoring
legislation that would outlaw certain kinds of contraceptive devices
that operate on the egg after fertili-

zation.
According to Moore,
abortion will not be a major
issue in the First Congressional
District race because both Joe
Keefe and Bill Zeliff are prochoice.
Moore said that abortion is not an issue in the Second Congressional District race
at this time because Dick Swett,
the Democrat, has refused to
accept either the pro-:ehoice or
the pro-life label, even though
his preference appears to be
pro-choice. Moore said that
abortion will continue to be a
non-issue in the Second District race so long as Swett refuses to emphasize Chuck
Douglas' pro-life stand.
Part of the survey
asked voters to indicate
whether the candidates in the
four major races were prochoice or pro-life. 18% of the
respondents knew that Gregg
is pro-life and that Grandmai-

son is pro-choice. Those respondents favorGrandmaison
over Gregg by 49% to 40%.
The respondents who did not
know the preference of both
candidates favor Gregg.
Student-pollster Bethany Grob said, '1 was upset
with New Hampshire's lack
of knowledge when it came to
which candidates were prolife and pro-choice. Many
people said they were prochoice but had no idea what
the candidates were."
Cassidy said, At
first I thought the public would
be Republican, but the public
was split between Republicans
and Democrats and, most
interestingly, independents."
"The Republican
candidates have an advantage
becausetheyonlyneed to keep
their voters and take some
independents", said Moore.
"The Democrats have a
tougher battle because they

must keep their party and take a
substantial majori!y of the independents."
.
However, Moore said
that this election may be the
Democrats' best chance to win in
several years. He said that voters
are disillusioned with the Republicans, particularly with the state's
troubled economy. The public is
also pro-choice, which may give
the Democrats an edge over the
Republican candidates who are
pro-life.
Student-pollster Erik
DeGregorio said, "It was interesting to see that many people in
the state contradicted themselves
throughout the survey. A 'strong
Republican' would vote very liberal."
Moore said, "I expected
that the Republican candidates
would have a headstart because
New Hampshire is a Republican
state and people tend to vote
along party lines."
In most races the Repub-

rum for people from different
departments to come together
to study mutual concerns",
Kirkpatrick said.
Feintuch said thatthe
faulty research will lead to the
development of new courses
and programs.
There is a difference

between the Center for the
Humanities and the humanities
program.
''The humanities program offers courses and the
humanities major, and the Center for the Humanities exists primarily to support faculty in the
humanities," said Feintuch.

11

GRANT, from page 1
dean of college ofliberal arts, is
pleased about the endowment. After
being "accustomed to bleak financial
news, this is a ray of hope".
Anytime UNH can secure
funding just plain helps students",
Kirkpatrick said.
According to Kirkpatrick,
the development of more cross-dis11

ciplinary courses will be one
benefit from the endowment
that directly helps students.
Some popular cross-disciplinary courses at UNH are justice
studies, religious studies, INCO
courses,and the PIP program.
"Cross-disciplinary
courses allow and provide fo-

lican candidates lead the Democratic candidates by 15 to 20 percentage points, but in the First
Congressional District Republican
Bill Zeliffleads Democrat Joe Keefe
by eight percentage points. Keefe
is known in the district, having
run for the same seat in the past,
but Zeliff is new to politics in this
area, which explains his unusually smaller lead, according to
Moore.
Moore said that UNH's
firsttelephonepoll was conducted
in 1976. 'We didn't have computers then so everything was done
on paper. Now everything is done
on computer, which allows us to
get the results faster."
Moore said that they
conducted only one political poll
in 1976. This year the class will
conduct two polls, the second to
be conducted shortly before the
general election on November 6.
There will also be smaller polls
conducted weekly to chart any
changes in the four major races.

-~•♦•'-'"
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RAPE, from page 1
under investigation. Police have
received around ten separate leads,
including some from people who saw
the suspect outside the store before
the crime occurred.
The suspect, if caught, could
face up to 22 years in jail. Aggravated
felonious sexual assault is a Class A
felony and carries with it a jail term of
7-15 years. A robbery of this nature,
which the police term "strong arm," is
considered a Class B felony, and car-

ries with it a jail term of one to seven years
and/ or a fine of up to $2000, according to police.
Cleary Cleaners had never been
robbed in Durham before, police said, which
a manager of the store confirmed.
The crime of "rape" was renamed
"aggravated felonious sexual assault" in 1975,
according to police.
Signs with a description of the crime
and a composite photo of the suspect have
been placed around Durham.

PROGRAM , from page 3
faculty who are involved in research and students who are excited
about learning.
"My classes are different
because I am a researcher," Sundberg
said. "When I am teaching, I can say,
Well, this is what I did when I was
faced with this experiment.'"
"(The state) has to be convinced that this is an endeavor worth
investing in and supporting,"
Nitzschke said. "Wecan'tjustask, we

need to show (the governor) he is not going
to just buy a pig in a poke."
Receiving grants to support the
research program is difficult, according to
Sundberg.
"Once a proposal is put in, it is
reviewed by five or six experts in the field
who are asked to review that proposal and
give very specific comments: quality of researchers, appropriateness of budget, etc.
It's very competitive because you are going
ag_ainst the best in the world," he said.

Write for

The New Hampshire.
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must be a shared enterprise."
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ENROLL, from page 9
Lubow said that while the
yield rate for UNH has been better
than expected, the University takes
the demographics seriously, and
will make a conscious decision not
to let the quality of students drop.
However, a drop in the
quality of applicants is seen by
many to be inevitable as a result of
negative demographics.
Lubow said that this
could work well for the university;which could graduallyreduce
in size to its optimum student body
level of about 10, 500 students.
Sanborn also thinks the
university could benefit from the
reduction process, although he
also saw it as part of a budgetrelated process.
While budget cuts and a

declining applicant pool are painful,
the university must face the realities
of any situation, said Sanborn.
Sanborn said that while
UNH is relatively expensive for a
public institution, we are still a good
buy for students, because of our
quality programs and faculty.
The university must also be
cognizant of the fact that in many
cases it does not have the endowment or financial aid packages of
private institutions, said Sanborn.
"I think history has shown
in previous economic declines and
enrollment declines, that when institutions reduce academic standards
and their reputation declines as a
result, it becomes more difficult to
deal with in the long run than the loss
of money," he said.

We're
turning
overa
new
leaf in

The award-winning restaurant at the New
England Center now has a new name:
the woods.

the

In our wine bar, you can sample fine wines
by the glass from the most varied wine list
in the state. Sip your favorite beer or cocktail. Or nibble on tempting hors d'oeuvres
and sandwiches.

woods.

Walk into the woods and you'll discover
a new seasonal menu, a terrific Sunday
Brunch (named Best Brunch in New
Hampshire by New Hampshire Profiles
magazine!), and delicious Sunset Specials,
served daily from 5:30 p.m.

So turn over a new leaf, and come see us
often. For reservations, call (603) 862-2815.

KEG, from page 3
ness? No, because we're
going to get it somewhere else.
The only one that's losing is houses
that will have to spend more
money to get beer."
Bump said his customers
wonder why the University won't
allow kegs, but will allow "cases
and bottles of Scotch." He agreed
with store manager Lisa Caron
when she said Greeks were the
most organized keg customers
they dealt with. Fraternities usually knew how many people would
beat parties, and had planned what
food and drink they would need
well in advance.
Convenient Super Store
caters to the Greek houses, a practice which began when the University ordered fraternities to
supply a certain amount of food
and non-alcoholic beverages at
parties. Bump says this will not
end with the keg rule. This week

he was called to do a 150 person
dinner.
Scorpio's and Convenient
Super Store are lone rivals in
Durham's keg market. Now with at
least half of their keg consumers gone,
they must compete with lower beer
case prices at other stores. Scorpio's
has a delivery permit, and can transport ten to fifteen cases, which
Murphy feels will give him an edge.
Convenient Super Store has
its catering business. But Diana Speidel, manager of Store 24 in Durham,
believes she will attract the new
business because students will be
pricing cases, and those at Store 24
will be the lowest.
The University.forbids kegs
at Fraternities, and though this will
change the source of alcohol, Durham markets don't expect it to affect
the need. As Bump said, "This is a
college town and students are going
to drink."

t

s

restaurant and wine bar
At
15

the
New England
Center
Strafford Avenue, Durham, NH
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Sa ve Fr es hm an Ca m p
Freshm an Camp is in danger of
getting thrown off this campus, and as
students we should do somethi ng to save
it.
Camp is the oldest studen t
organiza tion UNH has, an organiza tion
steeped with tradition s that need to be
understo od to be apprecia ted. The Student
Organiz ations Conduc t Board and Dean
Sanborn want to eliminat e this traditio n
because they don't approve of what has
been termed "vulgarity" and "nudity", along
with a lot ofloud cheering and off-the-wall
skits.
Let's look at Camp for what it is and
understa nd that it is ludicrou s to get rid of
it for these reasons . What may seem
criminal to the adminis tration is a actually
a form of bonding between the counselo rs
and the freshme n.
OK, so maybe some flashin g
occurred. No one is saying that this is the
biggest benefit of going to Camp, but it is
certainly not somethi ng to take seriously.
It's a tradition . It's expected. Freshm en
think it's weird, it's funny, whateve r. None
of them have been scarred by it. It's a

Alcoh ol I
To the Editor:
Although I am merely
an exchange student from
Califomia, a guest at this
institution, I must admit that I
am horrified to be attending a
school under martial law, if only
for a semester. Let me say that I
am in no way a proponent of the
Greek system, but I believe that
the denial of their rights is also a
violation and insult to every
student on this campus. H I may
quote some fellow freedom
fighters, "This is not Russia, this
is not China, this is not the place
' where they brought down the
Wall, This is America!" And
this is UNH, a college campus.
We are here to begin the journey
into adulthood, a place where
we must make our own
decisions and live with them.
And we will do it with or
without the wisdom of the
administration.
The law of the land
says one may not drink until she
or he is 21 years of age. We
know that, but it is never going
to happen. We're young, we're
experimenting, some of us are
going to drink. I only ask that
the administration be a part of

college prank. The adminis tration should
take it for what it is and leave it alone.
They haven't been there when its happene d
so they don't underst and it. Flashing of
this nature is not sexual. Maybe it shouldn 't
be allowed to continue , but it is no reason
to get rid of Camp.
Camp's skits are another aspect
Sanborn and the SOCB committ ee have
scrutiniz ed. They have been describe d as
portrayi ng women as objects, along with
promot ing drinkin g and underemphasi zing academics. Again, let's take
things less seriousl y here, and have some
more faith in the counselors.
Their "skits" are meant to poke fun
at the UNH life, and yes, life at UNH does
involve drinking and blowing off class
sometimes. Even the most naive freshma n
doesn't have a hard time expectin g that
when they come to college.
But SOCB and Sanborn should
know that these skits are balanced out
with a very open vespers service, where
the counsel ors tell of the many real
problem s they face, which include
everythi ng from alcohol abuse to family

this learning process, educate
and help us make the right
decisions. Organize accessible
NA meetings, provide
alternative activities, coordinate
designated drivers. Deal with it,
don't deny it! By banning
alcohol, one has only succeeded
in driving the problem down
deeper. Alcohol itself is not the
villain. It is merely the
bogeyman on which a frustrated
administration blames all of our
problems. Alcoholism, drunkdriving, alcohol-induced
violence and rape, and
irresponsible sex are byproducts of our generation· s
abuse of alcohol. Use and abuse
are different. We need the
administrations help to
differentiate. How about
replacing the punitive measures
with informative ones? Creative
solutions should replace the
impossible, idealistic, and
insensitive I I-point solution
handed down by Dean Sanborn.
He can't really think he can ban
alcohol from a college campus;
the best and most he should
hope for is to control it.
I can only hope that the
administration will stop and
attempt to understand where the
students are coming from. We
know there are problems with

the way in which we conduct
our lives. Help us, educate and
understand. Don't make us hide
from you. The radical "No
alcohol" policy not only won't
work, it will create even greater
antagonisms between students
and administration. Let us
decide if we want to say "No."
C. Allison Jack

Alcoh ol II
To the Editor:
I just want to publicly
thank everyone in the Greek
System for their support of
my keg business over the past
6 or 7 years, you really helped
me pay the rent and all my
bills. Thank you to the
University for allowing kegs
at fraternities for the last three
decades or so.
Times change, people
change. When I was in school
here at UNH, we used to have
block parties with up to 75
kegs of beer per night on
Fridays and Saturdays in the
fall and again in the spring.
We used to have raids and
ladies teas where we went
through literally tons of beer
and punch.

problem s. This is the part that counts,
because it illustrat es the real lives ofactual
students . The counselo rs become open
people that freshme n can count on later in
the year when they too face difficulty.
Also, rememb er that there are
educate d women on the Camp staff, and
frankly, it is hard to believe that these
women would allow themsel ves to be
degrad ed in skits that they write
themsel ves.
In light of recent events on campus
to stop underag e drinking , Camp should
be preserve d solely for the fact that it is a
weeken d without alcohol that can be a
tremend ous amount of fun. It's a way to
show student s that are new to this school
that people can get wild and crazy just by
being with friends. This attitude should be
embrace d.
Freshm an Camp Executiv es should
fight harder for this program . For a school
like UNH that is plagued with apatheti c
uppercla ssmen, Camp is the only way we
have to instill schoql spirit in a brand-n ew
group of students .

Some of my old
Lambda Chi Brothers are now
lawyers, doctors, geologists
and some are entrepreneurs
like myself. I guess we didn't
tum out too bad did we? And
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Stephan Paste is a full-time staff person
at Stillings who would like to see some
discussion generated along these lines.
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Wake Up Dean Brueggeman
By: Jeffery P. LeBlanc
\

Assistant Dean Barbara Brueggeman
says that she "doesn't see" the connection
between a stricter alcohol policy on campus
and an increase in DWI. How nice to find
such ignorance in our administration. For
Barbara's sake, and for all those who echo
her sentiments in our law enforcement and
administrative departments (Ifear that there
are several), please find a nice comfortable
chair, take out a notebook and pen, and see
if you can follow this. Stop me if you get lost.
Students A, B, C, D, E, and F want to
drink because it's Friday night and they've
all had a hard week of work. What do they
do?Well,itused to be that one of them could
go pick up a couple of cases and have a little
(or big) get-together in the old dorm room.
Can't do that anymore. Alternatively, they
could have walked over to one of the local
fraternities that was hosting a party that
night. But shucks, all the fraternities are too
busy trying to keep themselves on campus
to have a party. Even if they had the time,

kegs are now illegal in the fraternities. All
right, here comes the tricky part: What do
students A-F do now? Now, Barbara, I
know your answeris "not drink at all because
the University says that it's not cool", but
believe it or not, that's not the the answer.
You see, student D has his car in A-lot (he's
got an off-campus job), and student B has
got a pal in Dover who's having an apartment
party. So, (follow carefully now) students AF drive to Dover, and proceed to get loaded.
What happens after this? Well, they
all might stay over, but that probably won't
happen. More likely, at least some of them
will go home with student D. Now, they
mightverywellmakeitbackallright.Maybe
they'll get bagged for DWI. Or, maybe they
might broadside a tree or an oncoming car,
perhaps killing a few innocent people along
with themselves. Do you see the connection
now?
If you have any question concerning
the validity of this scenario, just ask any

UNH student who has even an occasional
drink. I apologize for bursting your secure
bubble of ignorance, Barbara, but I figured
that you would want some sort of
explanation when my fellow students start
dying this year.
I also apologize for the condescending
tone of this message, but anyone who cannot
perceive this logical chain o~ events as at
least a possibility is either ignorant, arrogant,
or both. Anyone who demonstrates such
dangerous close-mindedness as did Mrs.
Brueggeman should be addressed in such a
way, to hopefully make them aware of how
perilous their assumptions can be.
If a policy is going to be forced down
the campus' throat, those who are enforcing
it should at least be aware of, and prepared
to deal with the potential consequences. I
hope that Mrs. Brueggeman and those who
think like her are prepared to do so.

Jeffrey Leblanc is a senior and a member
of the Greek System.
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More letters.
kids today won't either.
Take it to heart.
Taking away kegs
from fraternities won't solve
anything. Don't forget Hitler
burned books in the streets of
· Berlin, and the German people
can still read. As a matter of
fact it could worsen any
problems which may be faced
now. More people will have to
drive out of town or across
campus, this could be fatal.No
matter how wrong or illegal
keg parties are, or were, at least
they kept people within
walking distance of a good
time.
It's funny how a
University that never gives
back to its students is always
ready to take something away
besides money. It's not fair that
an 18-year -old soldier in the
Middle East can lose an arm or
a leg to a land mine, and not be
able to visit a friend in any of
the United States and have a
beer with them because he isn't
old enough to legally drink.
But that's the way it is.
highway
Maybe
deaths can be lowered if the
driving age was raised. People
would be more mature about
high speed driving and

possibly driving drunk.
However,insurancecompanies
like to stick it to drivers under
25 so I guess with the power of
persuasion that suggestion is
out of the question.
To Durham towns
people, just think if all Greek
houses were thrown off
campus, and UNH bought
them all up, look at the tax
money the town would be
losing. UNH doesn't have to
pay property tax in Durham.
Someone will have to make up
that lost revenue.
I hope all Greek
alumni send generous
contributions this year as all
houses will need more money
to adhere to new and old fire
codes.
We will continue to sell
kegs to those of you who are
stillfortunateenough to be able
to have them. It's ~nly a matter
of time before the Town of
Durham passes some new
ordinance against anyone
having any golden liquid
dispensed from any plastic or
metal container.
James Murphy
S corpio' s Owner
UNH class of 79'

letters.
More
Apology

• •

Get the
troops
out

to
WUNH
To the Editor:
On 9/21/90 I came out
in a Forum article addressing
why censorship is an issue.
Within that article I made a
mistake in saying that WUNH
is experiencing internal strains
that we as a student body are
unaware of. The mistake is
that the strains I perceived as
being internal are in actuality
external. WUNH is currently
up for relicensing, a process
that is gone through every
seven years. It is a
misperception on my part to
perceive this as an internal
strain. It is a strain in the sense
that it will take energy to get
through the process, but one
that I am confident WUNH
can handle as an organization.
This letter is written to
apologize to WUNH and to
wish them the best of luck,
and my support as a student,
in their bid for relicensing.
p.s. I guess Jonas and I have
something in common.

• • •

To the Editor:
I believe in free speech.
Students should be able to say
what they like in print or on the
air. So let's talk about
something important. Our
government is bungling its way
into a very bad war in the
Middle East. I recommend that
students do something about it.
Tell the boys in the White
House to pull the US command
out of Saudi Arabia. Let the UN
handle Saddam.
Dale P. Barkey
Assistant Professor

The
New
ampshire

Bill Mautz Jr.

I
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I

OCTOBER 1
PIZZA &
SLIDE SHOW
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THURSDAY
OCTOBERS
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•
•
•
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The Environmental Forum
An open forum for the exchange of enivironmental ideas
By Steve Blood
A regional environmental organization, the Northeast Environmental Defense
Council (NEDC), seeking to raise
publicawarenessofenergyissues,
held a three-day vigil to bear witness to the destruction of the environment and to call attention to
the need for public action and
involvement in energy decisions.
The vigil was held from
sunset on September 9 until sunset on September 12 on top of
Mount Greylock in western Massachusetts. Mount Greylock was
considered an appropriate location because it is the highest in the
state and it offers a view into the
surrounding states: Vermont,
New Hampshire and Connecticut.
TheNEDC is an umbrella
organization working for greater
effectiveness on local and regional
issues through networking and
joint action between separate
grassroots groups. Since its initial
founding on June 28, 1990, the
NEDC has grown to include 17
citizen activist groups in New
York, Massachusetts, Vermont
and Connecticut.
A case of special importance is the 220-megawatt coalfired cogeneration plant that Inter-Power Technology of New
York is seeking to build in
Halfmoon, N.Y. The plant, 15
miles north of Albany, would be
less than 50 miles from the borders of Massachusetts, Vermont
and Connecticut. Due to easterly
prevailing winds, public concern
that the plant will lead to an increaseof acid rain has been mounting in recent months.
Acid rain has already
caused considerable damage to
plants, wildlife and property
throughout the northeast. South
Pond in northwestern Massachusetts has already been described
as the aquatic equivalent of a desert. NEDC board member Nancy
Smith says that many aquatic systems in the area are on the verge of
becoming endangered and if steps
aren't taken soon, they will no
longer be capable of sustaining
life due to the acidity of their
waters.
Of the 300 contaminants
released by coal burning, 292 are
unregulated, including radon gas.
These emissions are known to
increase the risk of cancer, respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, nervous system disorders,
irreversible kidney damage and
chromosonal damage in children
and elderly people.
The struggle over the

Halfmoon plant attained added
importance in response to related
information regarding the New
YorkStateEnergyPlan, which was
made public during the Article 8
siting hearings for the Inter-Power
plant. The plan, released in September of 1989, is the product of
the New York State Energy Office,
Department of Environmental
Conservation, and the Department
of Public Service. All three are
executive offices under New York
State governor Mario Cuomo.
The plan establishes that
"approximatelyl0,OO0megawatts
of new resources are expected to
be needed by the year 2008" and
that "the Lower Emissions Scenario assumes the construction of
4000 megawatts of atmospheric
fluidized bed coal along with other
strategies in addition to the construction of 3900 mega watts of gasfired combined facilities."
The Inter-Power plant at
Halfmoon will be, at 220 megawatts, the largest coal-fired cogeneration plant in New York State. If
the total capacity for coal-fired
power envisioned by the state of
New York were constructed, it
would be the equivalent of18
plants if the size envisioned for
Halfmoon.
Governor Cuomo assailed theuseofcoalon trips to the
mid-west, citing damage to the
Adirondacks, and has expressed
his concern over its use to officials
of the People's Republic of China.
He hosted a global Oimate Conference in July of1989 and later
committed his state to a 20 percent
reduction in the emission of carbon dioxide by the year 2008. The
Halfmoon plant alone would increase emissions by 4 percent. If
the NYS Energy Plan was implemented, the total emissions increase for the coal portion alone
would be 72 percent. In addition
to the increase in carbon dioxide, a
known global warming catalyst,
there would be significant increases in sulfur oxide and nitrogen oxide emissions, the two main
pollutants in acid rain.
According to NEDC
president Robert Donna, "Energy
issues will be the centerpiece of
the emerging environmental
movement. Acid rain, oil spills and
global warming all return our focus
to the fundamental question of
how our civilization will power
itself and still find balance with
nature."
In a press release dated
September 13, 1990 the NEDC
stated, "We will not give up the
fight until we convice our elected

and appointed officials that they
cannot continue to condone the
jeopardizing of our health and the
degradation of our planet for short
term financial gain. Rather than
continuing to burn highly polluting coal and oil, we should be
obtaining our energy-if neededfrom non-polluting conservation,
energy efficiency, renewable energies such as solar, hydro and
biomass, with natural gas (the
cleanest burning of the fossil fuels),
as a last resort.
The uncertain nature of
petroleum supply from the Middle
East has reinforced the urgency
with which we need to conserve
energy. In September of 1989 the
N.Y. State Energy Research and
Development Authority issued a
report entitled 'The Potential for
Electricity conservation in New
York State." The report states that
"the potential savings from the 62
conservation measures evaluated
in this study equal 37 percent of
the total electricity consumption
in the service territories of the
seven major private utilities." This
would be the equivalent of 42
plants like the one proposed for
Halfmoon that could be shut
down.
"For the first time in history we have the power to destroy
our world through our own inaction," said Robert Donna. He went
on to say, "New Hampshire
should be particularly concerned
about what is going on in New
York, because it is about the same
distance, if not closer, from New
York to New Hampshire as it is
from the coal-burners in Ohio to
the acid rain impacted Adirondaks." New Hampshire, because
of its heavy tourist econrny, cannot afford to let its environment
become a victim of progress in
New York.
Mr. Donna concluded,
"We call upon the citizens of New
Hampshire to join with us in
speaking out against the threat to
their health and land from the coalburner proposed for Halfmoon, to
loudly protest the use of coal in
the New York Energy Plan and to
call for a unified approach to conservation, fuel choice and energy
planning."
Acid rain, global warming and energy plan coordination
will be the most critical issues the
Northeastand"thenation will have
to face in thenext10-20years. The
decision makers in New York are
not looking out for our best interests and it's time to let them know
that we don't approve of their
energy plans.

A Quote for the Week ...

Resist much. Obey little.
Henry David Thoreau

Could acid rain be pickling our environment?
Mike Pamham, Staff Photographer
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· Subscribe to

-The .New HamQshire
For just $18.00 a semester or $35.00 a year,
you can receive the New Hampshire every
Tuesday and Fri~ay of the academic school
year. You'll get' in-depth articles about current
issues affecting the university, photo Packed
pages of special events such as Homecoming
and Winter Carnival, and sports coverage of all
UNH teams.
Please complete the information below and
return it with a check made payable to The New Hampshire.

------------------------------------------------------------------D one semester:

$18

D

one year: $35

please make check payable to The New Hampshire
Name
Address
Phone
mail to The New Hampshire Room 110B, MUB, UNH, Durham NH 03824
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Jane's .Addict ion: Better and Better
By Sean Carroll
Arts Editor

Jane's Addiction
Ritual de lo Habitual

Warner Bros.
Los Angeles band Jane's
Addiction has put out three albums in as many years. While all
of these albums have been highly
listenable, the story of Jane's
Addiction is one of constantly
refining their sound, fine-tuning
it. Their newest album, Ritual de lo
Habitual, may not be a complete
masterpiece, but it is another step
in the right direction.
As early as their first
independent release, the self-titled
Jane's Addiction, the band already
had the serious drive that has characterized all of their works to date.
But while this live disc has a commendable amount of grungy energy and some really excellent cuts
(including a credible remake of
the Velvet Underground's "Rock
an~ Roll,") it seems at times directionless. At its worst the album
sounds like kind of mediocre garage metal drudgery, hard, but
hookless.
By the time they came
out with their first Warner Brothers release, Nothing' s Shochng,
Jane's Addiction had begun to
create> their own individual style,
a dramatic hard-edged update of
seventiessupergroupsounds. The
songs seem to have more direction and a smoother sound, without sacrificing any of the drive,
except in a few whimsically melancholy jazz offerings that spice
the album, such as the "Mountain
Song," which slows down the pace
without killing it.
But although Nothing's
Shocking offers a more appealing
musical range, the album still falls
pray to the main affliction that
eventually killed off the ·great
dinosaurs of rock, a reliance on
how-many-notes-can-1-play-asecond
guitar
a n d
bludgeoning
bass.
A
t
some
point
there
has to

e o Ha itua , e new Jane's A ichon 1sc.
change in the sound is obvious. a simple fact. When I want someEric A.'s bass and Stephen Perk- thing, I don't want to pay for it. I
ins' drivingdrumsaremixedmore walk right through the door. Hey
evenly with Navarro's still wail- all right! If I get by, it's mine. Mine
ing guitar, for an overall more all mine!" And so on.
danceable and rhythmic version
But the lyrics are unimof their sound. They follow the portant, really. What matters on
lead of Red Hot Chili Peppers in this track as on most of the others
this, but their sound is all their on Ritual, is the intense, overall
own.
groove the group creates.
Even if the music itself
The track starts out with an
could be copied, lead singer (and amazing sample of what sounds
songwriter ) Perry Farrell's voice like the Hounds of Hell barking in
is more or less inimitable. Some- perfect synch with the music. It
thing of c;oss between a howl has to be heard to be appreciated.
and a whine, high pitched and Or believed.
Jane's
Addiction
manages
somehow to
keep the rest
of the track
up to the
standard of
this beginning, silly
lyrics and
all; the song,
b
e
all
irony or
somepunning
thing
aside, is admore
dictive.
Althan
though he's
j u s t
The usual suspects: Jane's Addiction
sacrificed
showy licks. While Nothing' s
Shocking is a fine album, it falls ironic, he has made his voice one none of his power here, Navarro
victim at times to this tendency to of the most interesting instruments is so much looser and funkier than
on Ritual de lo Habitual. And a good in the two previous albums,
go for the metal.
thing,
too, as his lyrics can be throwing in funky disco/ soul
With the release of Ritual
flashes here and there that carry
de lo Habitual, Jane's Addiction simple, if not simple minded.
the
track way over the top. At
On "Been Caught Stealbegins to expand their sound,
times
it sounds favorably like
ing,"
the
disc's
undoubted
standexperimenting judiciously with
Grandmaster
Flash's "White
out
track,
Farrell
explains
the
joy
funky new sounds.
Lines,"
so
that
I
keep expecting
of
stealing,
"I
enjoy
stealing.
It's
From the beginning of
the opening track, "Stop!," the just as simple as that. Well it's just Farrell to yell out, "Freebase!"

The rest of the album is
under the shadow of this track,
but songs like "Ain't No Right," a

grim track with a mean bass intro,
do well to hold up the level of
quality. "No One's Leaving," an
affirmative action rocker about a
white woman and a black man has
some serious bite.
The band even succeeds
at a slow building ballad, "Then
She Did," which starts out with
cheesy, liptrembling electric violin, but which contains just enough
honesty to carry off this unhappy
love song.
While this album has its
brilliant moments, it also has some
down spots. Trying to continue in
the vein of "No One's Leaving" is
"Obvious," which is just that. The
predictable Up With People ('1
worked my fingers to the bone
and I won't let you stop me going
up,") lyrics are far from redeemed
by the slowly sliding, anthemic
music.
The other real mistake on
the album is "3 Days," Jane's try at
a second rising power song. The
track seems to be inspired by
"Come Sail Away," going from
pointless shlock into a long, rambling, and ultimately pointless
heavy metal jam.
But though Ritual de lo
Habitual has its weaknesses, ultimately it is a disc you can ill afford
to miss. It represents a huge step
forward in the development of
Jane's Addiction. Whether or not
their next disc is the masterpiece
they've been working toward, this
one will more than do.
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Take A Midnight Stroll with Cray
By Fred Rudofsky
Arts Reporter
Robert Cray
Midnight Stroll
Polygram Records

It

Robert
Remember
Cray's last album Don't Be Afraid
of the Dark, from nearly two years
ago? You probably don't - despite the fact that it contained
some great singing and a few very
good songs-because the combination of rather slick production
and solid yet rarely inspired playing by Cray's band meant that the
grooves lacked the energy that
propelled the breakthrough success of 1986's Strong Persuader.
However, young Bob's
new album,Midnight Stroll, is anything but disappointing and easily ranks as one of the finest releases of 1990. The production
values recall the vintage Stax
sound of the 1960' s, especially
with the presence of excellent arrangements by the Memphis
Homs, who played on that label's
classic recordings by Otis Redding, Albert King, and Sam and
Dave. Coupled with the addition

of talented newcomers Jimmy
Pugh (keyboards) and Kevin
Hayes (drums) and longtime touring associate Tim Kaihatsu
(rhythm guitar), the Robert Cray
Band plays with soulful vitality
throughout the album's strong
original material.
Check out the funky
blues of ''The Forecast (calls for
Pain)" with Cray belting out a story
of love about to freeze over"She' s grown restless she confessed /She said there's no one new
but deep down I know that's
next" -and complementing it
with the biting tone and stinging
vibrato of hi~ Strat in icy solos and
fills against the horns. To put it
simply, Cray gets down to business, whether it's the Louisiana
swamp blues of ''These Things,"
the intense Redding-like ballad approach of "My Problem," or the
exuberant "Bouncin' Back" with
its triumphant falsetto ending.
And in the title cut Cray updates
with great affection and humor
the gritty mantra-like blues style
of one of his heroes, the legendary
Howlin' Wolf, as he busts a move
on the woman whom he's been

thinking about from "sunup to
sundown."
With the powerful Midnight Stroll, Robert Cray continues

to expend the lyrical and musical
boundaries of the blues without
losing touch with its spiritual energy and honesty. For dynamite

singing and guitar playing and
impressive songs, Cray' sMidnight
Stroll is definitely worth an afternoon trip to the nearest record
store.

Puniped Up
Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Staff Reporter
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In a time when Money is
the bottom line, more and more
move makers are looking to
teenage audiences to foot the bill.
Why not? In teens they have found
a group with a large disposable
income, simple tastes and little
demand for originality. Giving this
undiscriminating audience what
it wants can be extremely Iucrative.
Unfortunately what this group
wants does not always amount to
good movie making.
The formula for success
with the teenage market is a sim pie
one. And that brings us to "Pump
Up the Volume," the newest
creation from writer-director Allan
Moyle. This New Line Cinema
release brings us formula film
making at its best. Or should that
be its worst?
Take a story of rebellion,
and misunderstanding, add a big
name, in this case the all to famous
Christian Slater, mix with a semiprogressive soundtrack, stir
vigorously, and laugh all the way
to the bank.
Slater plays a quiet and
shy new kid in town. What his
schoolmates don't realize is that at
night he goes home and plays the
part of their pirate radio hero,
Happy Harry Hard-On. As Happy
Harry, Slater manages to create an
interesting blend of vulgarity and
insightful discussion of teen issues.
Unfortunately for Slater,
FCC and the local authorities, in
the form of the town's school board

take a dim view of his antics after
one of his listeners kills himself.
Happy Harry has to take all the
blame for what is actually caused
by the poor relationship between
the kid and his parents.
That's right, you can't

have a movie about rebellion with
out someone to rebel against. The
eternal Uncaring Parents and
Oppressive Teachers wear the
black hats yet again in this film.
There's a surprise for you.
Moyle tries several times
in this film to address some of the
issues facing teens today.
Unfortunately, while the effort
must be applauded, the "Pump
Up the Volume" falls short in the
execution. Happy Harry's shows
scratch the surface of academic
pressure, teen pregnancy, suicide,
and homosexuality with offering
any real substance.
The end of the film sees
Happy Harry offering himself up
for the freedom of teenagers
everywhere. This Christ-like
sacrifice secures Slater as a real
teen hero, at least in the World of
"Pump Up the Volume."
Despite its defects, sitting
through Pump Up the Volume
wasn't a utterly terrible
experience. It never addressed any
issues long enough to get boring.
The soundtrack, which includes a
range of artists from Concrete
Blonde to ke-T was enough to
keep viewers a wake. In the end,
the soundtrack, which is being
released on MCA Records may be
the only worthwhile item to come
out of this project.

t1illiKllll
:keybo~frds. Iri actua,1ity,· th'?}
reverse \-vas tru~. :We de~ply\
regret ·any inconvenienF'.~ Jl)i~)
·error may have ca~sed. . .. -....
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The Meaty
Vegetarian
By J.W. Morss
Arts St-aff Reporter
Bob Geldof
The Vegetarians of Love
Atlantic Records
Bob Geldof, the man who
brought us Live Aid five years
ago, is back with what might be
called Studio Aid on his second
solo effort The Vegetarians Of Love.
You're thinking, well, if he has a
plethora of musical guests, then
surely Paul (Which One's Pink and
Squeeze piano ace) Carrack must
be nosing around (and you'd be
right). And of course the ubiquitous Eurythmic Dylan mongrel
Dave Wherever Annie isn't Stewart is clutching a guitar and stalking the studio corridors as well.
Even lOCC co-founder Kevin
Godley supplies some backing
vocals (SCC's worth?). Oh, life is
such a minestrone.
So how is Vegetarians Of
Love? How 'bout the best Dylan
since Infidels (oh mercy, did I forget one?). Vegetarians could pass
for a Mike Scott (scruffy Celtic
cultish leader of the Waterboys)
solo effort. How's that?

So ya wanna know how
it sounds? Well, you could dance
a jig or pass a jug to "Big Romantic
Stuff' or "The Chains Of Pain"
respectively. Or if you like your
lyrics syrupy bittersweet, you can
pour your heart out on "A Gospel
Song" ("If she says 'is he OK?' say
it's slow/ But he's coming round')
or "Crucified Me" ("You swore I
knew everything/ But you knew I
knew fuck all"). And if you still
want more, there's always the
obligatory Van I dwelled on the
threshold too long Morrison poetic psychobabble of "Thinking
Voyager 2 Type Things" from
across the seas. Whew, did I really
mean all that?
I truly mean this though:
Vegetarians is a warm, cohesive
work, replete with well-written
songs. The musicianship is sterling, all the more impressive given
that the wistful tunes "Walking
Back To Happiness" and "A Rose
At Night" are genuine first takes.
From the coy rhythms belying the
sarcastic turns in "fhe Great Song
of Indifference" to the caravan
rampage through "Let It Go," Bob
Geldof has emerged in a polyunsaturated music scene as a
vegetarian to be reckoned with.

.

Write For
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Bob Geldof, looking pensive

Celebrity Series News
By Sean Carroll
Arts Editor
The University of New
Hampshire Celebrity series
opened last night with a world
class performance by the
Kalichstein, Laredo, and Robinson
Trio. The trio which is made of
piano, violin and cello, presented
an evening of entertainment
including works · by Haydn,
Zwillich, and Brahms.

While the performance
itself was noteworthy, it was also
interesting in that it marked the
inauguration of a new policy for
the Celel;,rity Series, that of "Rush
Seating." What Rush Seating
means to UNH Students is a
chance at half price tickets for
CelebritySeriesevents. The policy
operates on the same principle as
standby air line tickets. Any seats
left unsold by a half an hour before
showtime will be made available
at half price to any UNH student
with a valid ID.
The next chance students
will have to try out this new policy
is on Monday, October 29th when
Claire Bloom, internationally

renowned British actress takes the
stage at our own Johnson Theater.
Ms Bloom, who many
will remember from her roles in
"Sammy and Rosie Get Laid," and
"Brideshead Revisited," (as Lady
Marchmain) will be present a piece
titled Then Let Men Know ... A
Portrait of Shakespeare's Women.
Her performance features excerpts
from Romeo and Juliet, Othello, Julius
Caesar, and Henry VIII.
Whether · or
not
Shakespeare aficionadoes and
theater lovers in general, will want
to take the risk of waiting until the
last moment is up to them, but this
promises to be an event not to be
missed.

Die Hard II

Tungle Book

R - Approx. 130 m in. R - Approx. 85 min.
Sat. & Sun . Matinee 5:1 5 Mat. Sat & Sun 4:50

PUMP UP
THE VOLUME
R-Approx. 105 min.

Pretty

Woman
R-Approx. 125 min.

Sat & sun. 12:35, 2:10, 3:45; Eves. 7:25, 9:30

Steven Tewksbury as "Jack," and George Livengood as "The Prince" in the UNH ~he~ter
and Dance Department's production of "Into The Woods." This triple Tony award-wm_nmg
musical by Steven Sondheim premieres in the Johnson Theater on October 5th, and runs until the
13th. For ticket informat10n, call the box office at 862-2290.

Duck Tales

•
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The American Dream
Ben Frazier

Untitled
Mike Parnham

•

Trinity & The John Hancock
Ed Sawyer
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ECSTASY II
Jeff Walkowiak

were takf,n 6y 'LJ9,.[:J{ students. If you wou{d {ikg, to submit an origina{ photograph
drop it off 6y 'Wednesday at 2:00pm in tlie 'l{f,w Jiampsliire office, room 151 in tlie M'l.FB, in Xjm's
bo~ P{ease inc{ude your name and a tit{e for tfie pliotograpli. 'Than~.

JI{{ pfwtograplis
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18
19
20
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24
25
26
31
32
33
35
39
40

ACROSS 42
Tanned
43
Coarse
tobacco
46
Farmer's
47
concern
48
Tragic
lover
Burrowing 50
52
rodent
Mata 56
With lance 57
in hand
58
Not covert 62
Czar
63
Kind of gun 65
Utterly
66
full
67
Wood sorrel
Sang like
68
a songbird 69
Coffee
70
extract
71
Crackerjack
airman
King of
Norway
Change
Extemporize
5-centime
piece
Incite

Psychic
- Geller
Under mental strain
Painful
Stave
Sugary
drink
Fabrics
Enchant
Samovar
Chose
Into pieces
Left
Contended
God
Mimic
Biblical
kingdom
Garbo
Loch Meshworks
City in
Germany

DOWN
1 Vaunt
2 Church
tribunal
3 Leave out
4 Rich
5 Become
aware of
6 Air pollutant
7 Jump
8 On the
lookout
9 Biological
categories
10 Refrigerated
11 French
composer
12 Deliver a
speech
13 Grew weak
with longing
21 Artless
23 Type size
26 Expense
27 Plant of
the lily
farnily
28 Satyr
29 Pesters

30 Ryefungus
34 Time long
past
36 Quiet spell
37 Dies 38 Morsels
41 Connected
series
44 Dishes
45 Work on a
manuscript
47 Wicked ones
49 Football
team
51 Plod
52 Started
53 Run away
to marry
54 Hackman
and Kelly
55 Ancient
Roman
official
58 Navy big
shots: abbr.
59 Expires
60 Diminutive
suffix
61 Actor
O'Neal
64 Gobble

SOLUTION, PAGE 29
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CLASSIFIED

RM 110B, MUB
FO R AD· INFO•• 862-1323;
$2.00 per 20 words
For sale: Peavey foundation
bass guitar+ Peaveybasic50amp.
$400 or b.o. Call 742-2545.

For Sale: TREK 480 Mens $200. TREK 500 mens - $250. (or
b.o.) Perfect Condition. Call 207439-6016.
Snowboard - 161 Twin Tip
Freesytle Barefoot ( 1 season) w /
bindings $150 or b.o. Atomic Arc
533 cc Neon Yellow 190 Marker
M36 bindings, Sanmarco Boots size
11 (1 season) $275 or b.o. Call Cliff
before 12a.m.@1-207-457-1735.
1988 Honda Station Wagon 5 speed,4 wheel drive, low mileage,
extended warranty. $8,400. Call
664-5688 after 5pm.
Beauty isn't only skin deep,
it comes frominside ..Try a fantastic
new nutritional approach to
physical appearance. Call (603) /
772-0209.
Weight managment: Beauty
isn't only skin deep, it comes from
inside. Try a fantastic new
nutritional approach to physical
appearance. Call (603)/772-0209.
1983 Citation, very good
condition, low miles, $2,000. Call
(207) / 439-6297.
1983 Rabbit CTI runs great,
no rust, California car, $1,850. 1978
Rabbit Diesel, new engine, $550.
Call 436-7882
Tires, 4 Goodyear Eagle Gf
P205-60R14,slightlyused,$50.Call
742-7491.
1982 Dodge Aries wagon.
Just passed inspection, 4-speed,
radials, AM/FM tape. $700. Call
868-5165 evenings.
1986 GMC Suburban Sierra
Classic 1500, 4x4 loaded. 1986
Subaru XT GL Sport Coupe, 5 Spd,
A/C, AM/FM cassette. Clean. Call
362-4746.
1983 Subaru GL 4 WD
Wagon, great condition; A/C,
roofrack; no rust, Carolina car,
clean, dependable, economical.
$2250/b.o. Call 362-4614 or 8685122.
Used speakers, 125 watt
Dynamic Audio brand. Good
sound and in very good condition.
Asking $450 for the set but
negotiable: Call Dave at 743-0838.
'80 Ford Window Van.
Needs brake work. '79 VW Dasher
Deisel. Runs, need shocks. Either
vehicle $200 or b.o. Call 659-2533
evenings.

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM $1,000 in just one
week. Earn up to $1,000 for your
campus organization. Plus a
chance at $5,000 more! This
program works! No investment
needed. Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext.

Large room available in
quiet luxurious building includes
refrigeration and microwave.
$1,400 semester. Call Judy 8682192, Strafford Place Strafford
Ave., Durham.

so.

Hampton Beach: $100. wk.
& up for year round & Winter
rentals. 1 to 4 bedrooms furnished
and unfurnished. Bird Real Estates
603-926-4395.

Lost&
Interested in Finance?
Here's your chance to gain credits
while working for the State
Government. Job #90107. Call
Field Experience 862-1184.
SENIORS LOOK!! ... Part
time International Sales Secretary
position available in New Market.
Last chance to build up your
resume! Job #90107 Call Field
Experience 862-1184.
RAISE A THOU$AND IN
A WEEK. The fundraiser that's
working on 1800 compuses. Your
campus group can earn up to
$1,000 in just one week. No
investment needed. Be first on
your campus. A FREE gift just for
calling. Call Now 1-800-765-8472
Ext. 90.
SPRING BREAK REPS!!!
EARN $3000 in your spare time.
Become part of a team and sell
the best spring break trips on
campus. Earn FREE TRIPS and
unlimited CASH$$. Call TAKE
A BREAK now and earn a $100
signing bonus!! (800)-328-SAVE
or 617-527-5909.

Found
LOST: Rawlings baseball
.glove with name, "Daniels" on it.
Last seen at Co-Rec softball game
9-22-90. Call 868-1468

T-Shirts
~~~A,/
~TM

Fox Run Mall
Newington, NH
431-4355

Wholesale Pricing
Wearables - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc.

Artist on Staff

Immediate Openings.
Work part time make full time
earnings. Energetic individuals
willing to learn my business. Call
24hr. Message (603)772-0209.

Magnificent two bedroom
Apt. on a farm in Lee 21/2 miles
from UNH $550 /month+ utilities,
security. Call 868-1273.
Professional or Grad
students, beautiful 2 bedroom
apartment, 1 mile from campus,
quiet, country setting, ren\ neg.
Call 335-2149.

· Flexible; on campus
childcare. Immediate openings
available for children ages 21 /26 years. Professional staff in a
warm environment. For more
information call Forest Park
Daycare at 868-5674.
Excellent
preschool
program available right on
campus. Send your child to
preschool while you attend class.
Flexible days and hours. Please
call 868-5674.

11

NEED
SELFWE
MITTIVATEDSfUDENT. EARN
UP TO $10/HR. Market credit
cards on campus. Flexible hours.
Only 10 positions available. Call
Now 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20.

Apt. for rent. Looking for
female. 1st semester to Live in
Coops. $300 a month .. Call Gina
868-1841.

Screenprinting
and
Embroidery

ENTREPRENEUR? TYPE
A" PERSONALITY? Earn up to
$4,000. Gain management
experience on-campus. Set your
own hours. Earn from $2,000 $4,000 during this semester. Call
now. 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 25.
"Campus Representatives
needed" Earn free trip and big
commissions by selling vacation
packages to Cancun, Mexico,
Nassau/Paradise
Island,
Bahamas & Jamaica. For more
information call toll free in or
outside Connecticut at 800-2838767.

I

HOUSING~
OCTER - JUNE RENTAL,
Hampton Beach. Three bedroom
house fully furnished. $450/mo.
plus utilities. Call 617-246-1431
after 6:00 pm.
Artist studio in Button
Factory- Portsmouth. Great light,
insulated with good heat, $165
month, Call 436-7882.
DURHAM - 2 Roommates
needed for greot apartment in Red
Towers on Main St. for Sprint
Semester. Great location. Fully
furnished. Call 868-6943.

Interested in exchange!
SDSU, UCSC, NSE information
meeting Tuesday October 2nd
12:30 Hillsborough Room MUB
or stop by information table in
MUB October 9, 10, 11, 16 10 - 2.
Word processing services.
Professional and efficient.
Nextday return. $1.75 per page.
Call Diane, 942-5881.

Baroque chamber group
growing - needs violin, viola,
recorder and oboe. Medieval
ensemble forming. Sight reading
skills necessary. Private lessons
on piano, violin, voice, recorder,
lute and viola da gamba. In
Durham call Persis Ensor @ 6592721.
Sound Healing - open the
heart to personal and global
healing through use of vocal sound
vibrations and crystal energy.
Private sessions or join a sound
circle medita.t ion using crystal
bowls and Tibetan bells. In
Durham call Persis Ensor @ 6592721.
Professional
word
processing for all reports, theses,
correspondence, etc., tape
transcription, laser printing.
Experienced, reasonable, quickreturn. Janet Boyle 659-3578.

meetings will be m MUB at 7:30
pm Sunday nights. room will be
posted at information desk.
SIGMA NU OPEN RUSH
at KAPPA DELTA Sorority.
Volleyball and Barbeque with the
sisters. Sunday, September 30, 2
pm.
RUSH SIGMA NU - If you
don't stand for something you'll
fall for anything. Just Nu it!
Open Rush!! Sigma Iota
Sigma. Come see what we're all
about! Tuesday-7 - 9 pm HS 216
and Thurssday 7 -9 pm HS 41.
DAVE! Fred's forecast for
Sat. evening ...Large tidal wave of
beer heading in your direction.
Get out your beer gear!
Happy 20th Melissa Zeller!
Watch out - Don't want to blind
people sportin those new umbros.
Good luck this weekend. Anne.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KRISSY

rr
S r1.J'TiC,1~
IT
LOVE, UP!

l~

·Ii

LOKE, ALAN, JENN, CHELE, & SANTHI
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Amy - Congratulations on
your title. Next stop - Miss New
Hampshire! We love you, and
we' re proud of you! Love Alison
& Betsy.
Sue and Melissa (& Thad)
- Thanks for a great weekend!!! I
really had a great time I hope we
can get together and do something
again soon!! Bill
Mortar Board Members,
meetings will be in MUB at 7:30
pm Sunday nights. room will be
posted at information desk.
Parking Spot needed! Close
to campus or off. Will Pay! Call
Emily 862-4322 or 862-4331.
Rick Bramson-This BUD' s
for you!! It was a great summer
working With you. Hope we'll be
workin' together next summertoo!
(Don't worry you'll get a ride in
my dad's truck some time) Your
friend, Bill.
Does that cute Bob Durling
have a girl friend? Waiting for an
answer.
Hey Callmetuna - Hope all
goes well for the birthday weekend extravaganza part 3! Sorry I'm
gonna miss most of it (lets not
repeat the finale of part 1) Enjoy it
while you can - Love a not so
Youngin' anymore!
Hey UNH - America is still
contributing to the war in El Salvador. They're getting away with
murder. What are we going to do
about-it? COCA meeting Monday
7:30 pm H. Smith 212
Hey Pete (Toonz)!! How's it
going? I wish you were closer so
we could get together more often.
Keep in touch. Your friend Bill

Do you care about poitics?
The UNH Young Republicans will
be having some events in the near
future. If you are interested please
call John Simmons at 868-5954. Get
Involved!!
Parking Spot needed! Close
to campus or off. Will Pay! Call
Emily 862-4322 or 862-4331.
Donny B!!! How's the RA
position going? Thanks for all
you've done for me!!! Keep in
touch! Your friend, Bill.
Professional couple, UNH
grads wish to adopt a healthy baby.
Legal and confidential. Expenses
paid. Call our attorney Greg collect, 603-772-4500.
Weekend in Montreal -$60.
October 5, 6, 7. Call Wendie at 8687383. Call right away.
Attention: Applications for
MUB Board of Governors available in Student Activities Office,
Rm 322, MUB. Deadline October
8.
Let's get out of here early,
none of this screwing around, picking your nose1 smoking jay's stuff,
OK?

Coming your way- HOMECOMING 1990! Magic Carpet
Ride! Call CAB (862-3613) If you
would like to h~lp. ~ *
Three weeks til HOMECOMING! Start your float today!
Theme - Magic Carpet Ride - get
your friends together!
Coming up on four months
Sue, still looks good! Thanks for
everything!!! Love the Putz.
October 15-21 st Homecoming festivities! Enjoy this year's
MAGIC CARPET RIDE!.

Mortar . Board Members,
meetings will be in MUB at 7:30
pm Sunday nights. room will be
posted at information desk.

Nothing compares to Laura
Deame, nothing.

Happy Birthday, TANIS!!
Welcome to the "Adult"· world.
Lova ya, Kimberly & Adam.

But the real question is
does that really cute, personable, fun-lo.v ing Kim Hilley have
a boyfriend?
Laura Duff and Steve Larosse- you both make me wonder. And it's not often that I
wonder.
Bob P - Hey, Bob, is that
a Volkswagen Mini-Bus up your
butt, or are you just unhappy to
see me?
Kim H. is the best Production Manager a girl like me could
ask for.

Mamigomamamanian: my
man, so you think that ham
Parnham did it. HA HA HA HA
HAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!!!!!
Barry White's thinner half
Sean: just what is a library
stud?
Ah, art! And my mother
wanted me to grow up to be President
Greetings Hon from your
favorite News Brief Editor.
Everyone check out the new
film rating. This year's Halloween
films will feature buckets of gore!!

Laura Deame looks like a
nice C,atholic girl today, what a
deception.
Stu, John would normally
write you a nice, mushy personal,
but he doesn't have the time anymore now that he's News Editor.
So here goes my little attempt-I
hope you like it. Stu, I have visions of me and you covering
ourselves with Creamy italian
dressing and hopping around in
our Keds. You can be the cherry
tomato, my love. I'll be the romaine lettuce. Take me, you big
hunk of crouton! I love the musky
aroma of bleu cheese. Ooohhhh,
ah, ah, aieeeeaaahhhh! Love, me

Solution:

LauraD.-Youarelooking
really stressed lately. My mom
says the best thing you can do
for yourself when you are exceptionally run down is to eat a
grilled cheese sandwich and
tomato soup. Get the Food Club
brand of soup. And be sure to
stay away from alcohol.
I am so jealous, so goddamn jealous I can't stand it.

..

Good luck to the UNH fencing team this weekend at TUFTS.
Lets kick some butt!!!!

Miehe, D-Bird & Amy,
Thank you so much for the support you gave me last week even
though I survived, you guys really helped keep my mind off it
and kep me smiling. I love the
three of ya - Tom.

Chad, Frank, Barney-You
guys are a great set of roommates.
I really lucked out getting stuck
with you. It's gonna be a great
year!! Your rommie Bill.

Hey John, Mike, and Gary,
we've got to get together sometime!!! Your friend Bill.
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Hi Valerie, Megan and
Daylene!!!

Hey, Art! How's it going?
Little chilly, ain't it!? And Sandi,
b#$*h, I trust you!
Hey Jon, Guess who loves
you!? me (How was your Purity
test score again?)
Hola to the Barts of B3!
FRED

WHITNEY!!
HAPPY 20th
LOVE,
JOY &KEL

PERSONAL?
FOR SALE?
HELP WANTED?
HOUSING?
LOST & FOUND?
SERVICES?
BUSINESS
OFFICE!
ROOM llOB
MUB
862-1323
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UNH Crew team
welcomes new coach

MASSACHusu 1s
SCHOOL OF LAW
At Andover

has received authority from the Massachusetts Board of
Regents to award the degree or Juris D~tor

The Law School is Currently
Accepting Applications
for the January 1991 Entering Class
for c.11..1tog or brochure inrorm.uion, can or write

MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL OF LAW
J Oundtt Park, Andover, HA 01810 (508) 470-3070
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DEPARTMENTS OF THEATER & DANCE AND MUSIC ·

•

p rese11t the 11111si£,,I

INTO THE WOODS
by Stephen Sondheim

•

•

#'

& James Lapine
Winner of three 1988 "Tony" Awards!
October 5 and 6 at 8 :00 l'.\I.
October l O at I O:JO .u1.
October IO and 11 at 7 :00 l' . \I.
October 12 and I J at 8:00 l'.\1.
Johnson Thcall:r
Paul Creativt: Arts Ct:nter
University of Nt:w Hampshirt:
Durham , Nt:vv Hampshire

•

Gent:ral Admission: S9.00
UN H studt:nts, t:mployt:t:s,
alumni, and st:niors: S7 .00
Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner theater package available
at Tht: Woods Restaurant,
New England Centt:r

SPORTS
........,........
...........
~

Launch a top
•
nursing
career 1•
the Air Force

As a nursing anesthetist, you'll
discover how fast your career can take off
in the Air Force. Travel, educational
opportunities, a sense of excitement, a
chance to work with leading edge
technology, an environment where the
patient's needs come first.
It's all part of the Air Force expereince.
Make it a part of your expereince. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
IN NH CALL 603-430-1830
1-800-227-1721

Got a list of Complaints?
Write a letter to the {.. ·
Editor.

By Ellen Harris
Sports Staff Reporter
Two-time Olympic competitor Jennie Marshall has taken over
as Varsity women' screw coach at
UNH. After an impressive season with thenoviceteamlastyear,
Marshall made the transition to
the varsity, filling the spot left by
Jane Ludwig.
Marshall began her rowing
career at Penn State, where she
began her quest to become an
Olympie rower. In 1982, she made
the U.S. National Team and
competed in an eight that Silvered
in the Olympics.
In 1985, she made the team
again and competed in a boat that
finished fourth in the Worlds.
For several years after graduation from Penn, Marshall
coached the novice team at her
alma mater. During the 85-86
season, as she attempted to coach
and compete at the same time,
Marshall said she found the two
pursuits hard to handle.
''The coaching and training
were in conflict," said Marshall.
"I wanted to put too much into
both."
In the fall of 1987, Marshall
lived and trained in Philadelphia.
While there, she was given the

opportunity to coach the Radcliffe women's team. She took it
and moved to Boston to live and
work in the Weld Boathouse on
the Charles River.
That year she coached the
lightweight women at Radcliffe.
Her team finished second in the
Eastern Sprints Championship
Regatta and grabbed gold medals at the San Diego Crew Classic-two of the biggest races of the
spring.
Marshall put rowing on hold
after the exciting year with Radcliffe, and moved to Jackson,
Wyoming to live the skiing life
with her husband.
"In the spring of 89, we
moved home to Durham
(Marshall's hometown) because
I was pregnant," said Marshall.
At the time, the women's
novice team needed a coach and
Marshall was asked by varsity
coachJaneLudwigtofill the spot.
"I met Jane at an Olympic
training camp in 1981," said
Marshall.
During her season with the
novice team, Marshall's son Eric
was born. Because of a life-threatening medical problem Eric de-

veloped as an infant, Marshall was
spread thin in an attempt to hold
the team together while giving her
son the care he needed.
"Being around elite athletes
all the time can make us take for
granted what we have," said
Marshall. "Watching Eric ... and
watching him thrive, has given
me a new meaning for the word
strength."
.
Her first test as varsity coach
will be in a few weeks when the
team competes in the Amoskeag
Regatta.
"What I hope to do is continue with whatJanestarted," said
Marshall. "Right now, they're a
mid-pack Eastern Sprints
group ... with all the potential in
the world."
Senior rower, Kathy Goody,
said the team is looking forward
to the season with Marshall.
''The best thing is that she's
young and that she's been in the
elite circle of rowing," said Goody.
"She's a fresh coach with new
ideas ... and she's been there."
What does Marshall expect
from her team this season?
"I don't like to expect things.
Let's just take the lid off where we
think we can go ... and just go."

New trails
for horse
enthusiasts
By Melissa Zeller
Sports Staff Reporter
Course designer John Dillon, Tommy Neal of Grounds
and Roads and a crew of student volunteers were busy this
past weekend putting the fin. ishing touches on the UNH
Equine program's new crosscountry course. The new course
will be the site of the second
phase of this weekend's 1990
Fall Horse Trials.
Dillon, who hails from
Naas, Ireland, seems optimistic
about the course, in particular
the footing, which he says has
vastly improved since the
Spring trials. "It is," he said, "a
course that has a lot of potential."
Although a portion of land
formerly used for the Horse
Trials has been lost to the new
University housing, new crosscountryjumpshave been added
to the section of the course
which runs through the Horticultural Farm.
''The Horticultural Farm is
excellent," said Dillon. "(There

are many) good galloping
stretches."
The hard work which Dillon and his crew have put into
the course will be put to the test
this weekend as over one
hundred horses brush, knock

The new cross country equestrian course will be the site for this
weekend's Fall Horse Trials (photo courtesy of Cappy Jackson
Photos)
and jump the newly constructed and later a course for the Euro, obstacles.
p~n Championships in PunchAfter
watching
this estown, Ireland. Dillon would like
weekend's competition, Dillon to give a special thanks to Billy
will go on to complete the course Ponders, Tommy Neal and John
at Ledyard Farm,HamiltonMass. from the Horticultural Farm.
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·. FORCAST
THIS WEEKEND'S PREDICTIONS
UNH OVER DARTMOUTH
URI OVER DELAWARE
UMASS OVER BOSTON UNIVERSITY
MAINE OVER RICHMOND
HOLY CROSS OVER HARVARD
BOSTON COLLEGE OVER NAVY

NOTE: Each week that this column misses
more than two predictions, we will
donate $100 to the UNH Athletic fund.
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Dartmouth and Bates ...
By Douglas Poole
Sports Staff Reporter
In recent action in Durham,
the UNH women's tennis team
lost an 8-1 decision to Dartmouth
College. The loss drops the team
record to 1-3.
The top two seeded matches
were cut short on account of darkness. UNHnumberone seed Kara
McKenna (2-2) fell to Margaret
McCruden 5-8, and number two
Seed Sarah Tonna (1-3) fell a 3-8
victim to Melissa Diaz-Miranda.

In the three slot, Tori Wincup
lost for the fourth time in as many
matches, 2-6, 0-6 to Suzy Jacob.
Jaymie Hyde's record fell to 1-3, as
Jerry Floren beat her 6-2, 6-3.
Karyn Bye (1-2) was defeated
3-6, 1-6 by Demi Nayab. Lisa
McLachlan improved her record
to 2-2 with UNH's only win, a 6-4,
6-4 victory over Ann Jeffers.
In doubles matches, the top
two seeds of each team faced off
for the second time that day. The

Dartmouth duo earned a 5-7, 6-4,
7-5 win over UNH' s McKennaand
Tonna.
Hyde and Bye lost a three set
match to Floren and Jacoby 6-4, 06, 2-6. Number three seed Wincup
teamed with Sarah Gunther
against Jeffers and Krehbiel. The
Dartmouth pair won in straight
sets 6-4, 6-2.
The team will face off against
Colby today at 3:30, away.

Frustrate UNH Tennis
,,

Dartmouth was beyond the reach of the women's tennis team last
Wednesday as they dropped to a 1-3 record. (photo by Don Carlson,
Staff Photographer)

By Douglas Poole
Sports Staff Reporter
The UNH men's tennis team
suffered it's third consecutive
defeat Wednesday, this time at
the hands of Bates College. Bates
won four of the six singles matches
and all three doubles matches for
the 7-2 win. UNH drops to 1-3
with the loss and Bates improves
to 2-1.
In the one slot, Blair Tuttle
defeated 'Cat Brian Bates (1-3) 63, 7-5. Shawn Herlihy improved
his record to 2-0 by defeating

Men's soccer falls to 2-7
UNH looking forward to conference play
By Jon Bums
Sports Staff Reporter
The men's soccer team
dropped a close one to Plymouth
State College (1-0) in Plymouth
Tuesday, despite controlling the
majority of the game. The Wildcats out shot Plymouth 11-7, but
couldn't land a score. Outstanding goalkeeping kept the game

very close. UNH goalie Eric Stinson stopped 4 Plymouth shots to
keep the 'Cats alive. The Wildcats
kept Plymouth State goalkeeper
Rich Dockendorf on his toes as he
stopped 7 UNH opportunities, and
saved the day for Plymouth. The
lone goal was scored by Plymouth

-

State's Harry Rabinet, who broke
through the weak side and tipped
one over Stinson early in the second
half. UNH dropped to 2-7 on the season and remains 1-0 in conference
play. The 'Cats next home game is an
important conference game against
Northeastern Saturday a t 2 p. m.

Nikos Monogenis 6-3, 6-2.
I Clint Burgers (2-2) notched the
other victory for UNH, beatingJosh
Holdeman in three sets 3-6, 7-6 (73), 6-1. In the four slot, Peter
Kaufmann fell 4-6, 1-6 to Nick
Sonnie. ThelossdropsKaufmann's
record to 0-3.
In his first singles action of the
season, Paul Wiles was defeated
byPeteCarlisle6-7(3-7), 1-6. Wildcat Chao Chung (1-3) lost 2-6, 1-6
to Vee Thomsak in the six slot.

Baker and Burgass lost 5-7, 26 to Tuttle/Carlisle. The loss is the

third in as many tries for the duo.
Herlihy and Wiles, pairing up
for the first time, were defeated by
Mongenis and Sonnie 4-6, 3-6.
In his first match of the year,
D.J. Record teamed up with
Kaufmann, but they fell 2-6, 0-6 to
Holleman/Barsdale.
The next match for the 'Cats
is Tuesday at home, against Connecticut. Match time is 3:00.

•
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Haw ks han d ·
UNH 2-0 loss
By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Staff Reporter
Thewomen'ssoc certeamhas
had an emotional week. First, on
Tuesday they traveled to Boston
anddefeatedrivalBostonCollege,
2--0. Yesterday at home, the Lady
'Cats suffered their first loss of the
season in a heartbreaking 2-0
overtime defeat to the University
of Hartford.
UNH is now 4-1-1. Head
Coach Marge Anderson feels that
it was though to play those two
teams in succession.
"We are extremely disappointed with the outcome [against
Hartford]," said Anderson. "But
we're still proud of the effort put
forth on the field. We need rest
right now. After playing B.C. on
turf, it wasn't the best time to play
Hartford."
Against B.C. Diane Mc Lough/
lin scored what proved to be the
winning goal at 8:30 of the second
half. Senior Cheryl Bergeron assisted on the goal. At 11 :30, Mary
Beth Sydlowski scored an unassisted goal to add insurance for
the 'Cats. Sydlowski and

Mcloughlin are the leading goal
scorers for UNH with five goals
each on the season. Sydlowski also
leads the team in points with 10.
UNHoutshotB.C.24-7.Keepers Molly Kirchner and Kris Eckert combined to make 4 saves in
the match.
The loss to Hartford was a
game of missed chances on offense for both teams. Hartford
controlled play early and came up
with the two best scoring opportunities of the first half. The Lady
Hawks hit the crossbar with a
direct kick very early in the match.
Later in the half,UH's Jeannae
Dergance came close on a header
fromaMichelleT horsburycomer
but UNH's Kirchner was there to
make to make the save.
In most games this season
Kirchner has not been seriously
tested. Hartford attacked all day
and Kirchner responded with
poise and a couple of great saves.
She had a total of 8 stops on the
afternoon. The UNH defense was
also the team's savior throughout
regulation time as Deb Maida and

The onslaught of Hartford Hawks was too much for UNH yesterday. The Lady 'Cats dropped behind
in the first overtime and never recovered. (photo by Mike Fish, Staff Photographer)

Jill Lewis seemed to be everywhere, breaking up Hartford's
offensive breakaways.
UNH gathered themselves to
play an outstanding second half.
Co-captain Ellen Weinberg lead
many near scoring chances, along
with Mcloughlin on the wing. In
oneparticularpla y, Weinberg beat
three defenders with her dazzling
moves but her ensuing shot from
12 yards out was deflected by

UNH quar terb ack Grif fin
com ing into his own
By Rob Henderson
Sports Satff Peporter
I enter the room where the
UNH Wildcat football team is
getting ready for practice. A young
man sits on the table chewing gum
as a trainer diligently tapes both of
his ankles. He smiles as I approach
him and says "hi."
At the start of the 1990 football season, there was a big question as to how good the starting
quarterback for the 'Cats would
be. After all, last year he started
the season and eventually lost the
job to a healthy Mark Carr. So far,
however, this young quarterback
has silenced any and all of his
critics.
Matthew Jude Griffin, a 21
yearold athlete from Turners Falls,
Massachusetts is having himself a
very good year in this young football season. Griffin, a 6'-3" junior,
is the team's total offense leader,
averaging 261.0 total yards per
game, and is ranked fifth in the
Yankee Conference in passing
efficiency.
"It was tough to sit but Mark
was the better quarterback at the
time," he says now of last year's
quarterback question.
Not only is Griffin averaging
221.3 passing yards per game this

year, but he also averages 39.7
yards rushing.
''The strength of my game is
my ability to run the ball as well as
to throw it," he explains. "It adds
a new dimension to our offense."
In just three games, Griffin

walk by and give him a little pat
on the head as if to be saying,
"Hey Buddy." And as they pass
by he lightly punches one or two
in the leg to let them know he's acknowledged them.
Matt applied t0 UNH, the
University of Maine and the University of Massachusetts and was
accepted to all three. He chose to
come to UNH for several reasons.
"I chose UNH because of the
strong tradition in academics and
the winning tradition the football
team has had. I also liked the
campus."
Griffin has already started
thinking about life after college.
He really wants to become a football coach after he graduates from
Junior quarterback Matt Griffin
UNH. But while Matt is here he
has just one goal in mind.
has completed 56.5% of his passes
"I really want that ring that
for a total of 664 yards, two of those
says Yankee Conference Champipasses going for touchdowns. He has
also rushed for 119 yards in those ons," he says.
As the interview comes to an
three games, averaging 7.4 yards per
end, we both get up and shake
carry, with his longest being 23 yards.
hands, and I thank him for giving
Griffin feels the strength of the
me the time to talk to him. As we
'Cats this year is the defense.
each start to go our separate ways,
''The defense has played exI turn around as he opens the door
tremely well for us this year," he
to the lockerroom. I holler his name
says. Although he thinks the strength
and he spins around. I wish him
of the team is the defense, he attribgood luck in Saturday's game
utes the early success of the team to
against Dartmouth. With a smile
the togetherness of the players.
on his face he simply says,'
"The whole team works to"Thanks," and turns and enters
gether. We take one game at a time. I
the locker room to prepare for Satthink we are a real tight bunch."
urday.
As I sit with Matt asking him
questions, many of his teammates

Hartford's goalkeeper Karen longcrossfrom RoseDaileysailed
Romero. The shot skipped towards over the UNH defense.
the endline but was cleared by a
Late in the second half,
Hartford defender at the last sec- Hartford's co-captain Regina
ond.
Ronanpenetrate dintothepenalty
Mcloughlin crossed the ball areafromtherigh tsideandblasted
to Weinberg on another close call a shot labeled for just inside the
but Romero came off her line to right post. Kirchner dove to the
smother the ball before Weinberg right and speared the ball right
could get a foot on it. Soon after, out of the air. It was easily the save
Hartford's Kerin Whitney hit the of the day.
right post with a header, aftet a
The second halfand overtime
periods brought with it some very
physical and sometimes choppy
play. Referee Robert Taylor consistently let cheap shots go and
called fouls on plays where both
players were obviously going for
the ball.
..
Thornsbury broke through
for Hartford at 8:16 of the first of
two 15 minute overtime periods.
Left wide open outside the penalty area and 12 yards from the
end-line, Thorsbury collected a
deflected corner and rocketed a
shot past Kirchner. The shot was a
beauty, placed perfectly in the
upper corner of the far post side of
the cage.
Even after Hartford's first
goal, UNH never let up. They
continued to create chances and
the defense, led by Lewis, remained calm and played well.
UNH however, made one more
unfortunate mistake. With only a
minute and a half left in the second OT, Bergeron made a great
save on a Hartford shot, only to
have the ball deflected to
Hartford's Donna Hornish who
clinched the 2-0 win for the Lady
Hawks.
Weinberg has no doubt that
UNH will overcome this tough
defeat.
"We'll come back," she said.
"I think the game could have gone
either way. We just didn't finish
our opportunities. We are definitely the better side."
The UNH team will play their
nextthreematch esawayuntil they
bring it home to Durham to face
UConn on October 9th.
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